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INTRODUCTION

The Bristol Symposium on research and reform in teacher education forms part of a series of symposia
initiated by the Council of Europe's Educational Research Committee. The aim of these symposia, which are
organised by a member government and held under the auspices of the Council of Europe, was defined by the
Committee as follows:

"They should enable researchers from various member States working on identical or closely related
subjects to discuss their problems, exchange experiences, co-ordinate their projects and as far as EY ssible,
draw conclusions from their approaches t...tcl findings concerning implications, at the European levet, for
educational innovation and/or further research. Experience slam that researchers from the various European
language areas are often unaware of projects in progress abroad in their own field. At the same time delegates
from Education Ministries taking part in the symposia would have the opportunity m benefit from the discussions
in their consideration of national decisions to be taken on issues of educational policy and/or of educational
research promotion."

The Documentation Centre for Education in Europe, having been requested to provide a background
document for the Bristol Symposium, invited researchers known to be active in the field of teacher education
to send details of their latest findings and to indicate the implications that these findings might have for
policy decisions. The Centre would like to take this opportunity to express its gratitude to all those who
responded to the invitation. The Centre is particularly grateful to the respondents for having heeded its
request to use as simple a literary style as the topic allows.

To the research information received have been added summaries of recently published projects
which the Centre considered of especial relevance to the theme. The Centre has, in particular, made use
of the information provided in the French, Norwegian and Swedish research surveys.

In view of the complexity of the topic, we could not attempt to undertake an exhaustive review of
research concerning teacher education, but rather we have tried to present a sample of research efforts in
member States of the Council for Cultural Co-operation with a view to providing a sort of "Reader's Digest"
for participants in the Symposium.

Strasbourg, February 1973 Documentation Centre for Education in Europe
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INTRODUCTION

Le Symposium de Bristol sur in recherche et in reforme concernant in formation des enseignants
fait partte d'une serie de symposiums inaugwee par le Comite sur In recherche en matiere d'educalion
du Conseil de l'Europe. Le but de ces symposiums a ea defini par le Cotnite dans les tames suivantx

"Ils doivent permettre aux chercheurs des divers Etats membres travaillant sur des suJets
identiques ou etroitement lies de discuter de leurs probames, d'echanger leurs experiences, de
coordonner leurs projets et, dans in mesure du possible, de titer des conclusions de leurs methodes
de travail et de leurs constatations en ce qui concave leurs implications, au niveau europeen, pour
l'innovation en matiere education et/ou pour des recherches ulterieures. L'experience montre que
Men souvent les chercheurs deb diverses regions linguistiques europeennes ne sont pas au courant des
projets en zows a l'etranger et qui concernent leur gorge domaine. Simultanement, les delegues
des Ministeres de l'Education, en prenant part aux symposiums, pourraient avoir l'occasion de Met
benefice des discussions ep ce qui concern le role qu'ils sont amends a tenir au regard de decisions
d'ordre national en matiere de politique educative et/ou de promotion de in recherche pedagogique. "

Le Centre de Docynentation pour l'Educatton en Europe, ayant eye chargé de preparer tin
document de base pour le Symposium de Bristol, a invite des chercheurs actifs dans le domaine de in
formation des enseignants a communiquer des details sur leurs conclusions les plus recentes et a
indiquer les implications que ces derrieres pourraient avoir sur in politique educative. Le Centre
souhaiterait saisir cette occasion pour exprimer sa gratitude a tons ceux qui ont repondu a cet appel.
Le Centre est surtout reconnaissant aux chercheurs d'avoir respecte in demande d'utilLser un style
litteraire aussi simple que le permet le theme.

Aux renseignements regus ont ete ajoutes des resumes de projets recerrunent publies que
le Centre a juges d'une importance particulare pour le theme. Le Centre s'est surtout servi
des enquetes de recherche en matiere d'education entreprisespar in France, in Norvege et
in Suede.

Vu in complexite du theme, it nous a ete impossible d'entreprendre un recensement
exhatutif des recherches sur in formation des enseignants. Now avons plutot essaye de presenter
un echantillon de in recherche dam les Etats membres du Conseil de in Cooperation Culturelle
afin de fournir aux participants au Symposium une sorte de 'Reader's Digest ".

Strasbourg, Wrier 1973 Centre de Documentation pour l'Education en Europe
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VIEWS ON RESEARCH PRIORITIES

CANE, Brian and SCHROEDER, Colin :

The Teacher and Research (Slough, NEER, 1970)

/summary prepared by the Centre/

A study concerning teachers' priorities and opinions on educational research and development and based
upon replies to a questionnaire given by 1,060 teachers from 47 schools in four Local Authority areas and upon
interviews with 165 of these respondent revealed that the research area "teachers and training" was considered
to be the one which should have overall highest priority in the planning of research.

Many teachers asked about the feasibility of regular refresher courses every three, four or five years for
all teachers, and about ways and means of making such courses reasonably accessible in local areas. Special
groups, such as married women and teachers in small rural schools, wanted locations and timing of courses
that suited their particular circumstances. Others wanted to know the comparative value of full-time courses
of different lengths (week, term, year) and regular part-time evening programmes and of visiting lecturers,
mobile book exhibitions, exchanges with student-teachers, teachers visiting colleagues in other schools and
so forth. A number asked for investigation of the ways in which teachers might be released for training
during hours without upsetting normal school routine. A common query concerned how courses could put
over the practical classroom applications of educarional theory and discuss actual experience.

Regarding the content of initial training courses, which also attracted a lot of comment, the chief
question in the minds of many respondents was that of the correct balance between academic studies and
practical work. Research was needed, they felt, to establish whether there was too much academic bias
and too little practical experience in current college courses. In short, were courses realistic enough?

Staff had clear ideas of which inquiries were needed, and at which points development work would
be beneficial. The following questions came up again and again in relation to initial training courses:
How far was the organisation of classroom work considered, especially for large classes? How far were
students made aware of the basic administration that fell to the lot of a teacher? How far were opportunities
given to study or observe successful teaching methods? Was there sufficient contact during the course with
schools and children? Were the courses up to date in teaching methods? Should college staff continue to
spend time in schools? The validity of the study of philosophy or history of education?

It was clear that teachers would like the whole field of teaching practice examined afresh, and
alternative schemes such as student apprenticeship evaluated. They also sought for more experimentation
with links between schools and colleges during training. There was a need to discover ways of providing
scope for dedicated and successful teachers to have a hand in shaping these courses. The question of the
nature and degree of school responsibility for training also required investigation.
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RECRUITMENT

JUSSILA, Juhani:

Recruitment and selection of students for teacher training in Finland

Institute of Education, University of Helsinki

/s-ummary prepared by the researcher%

The general purpose of this investigation was to describe the effects of a two-stage selection strategy on
the composition of the body of students in elementary teacher training schools. Specific aims were:

- to study differences in the background of applicants for training schools;

- to discover how entrance examination procedures determined selection, and whether
training schools differed in these procedures;

- to compare the emphasis laid by different schools on the various tests of the entrance

examination.

The basis of the first stage of the investigation was the information obtained concerning approximately
2,000 applicants in 1963 for places at nine teacher training schools. Data were collected through documents
sent in by applicants, questionnaires and results in the entrance examination. Thirty background variables
concerned age, domicile, social status, family, school and teaching experience. The entrance examination
comprised tests in nine school subjects and a teaching aptitude test, As required by statute, three times as
many applicants as places available were called for examination. The first selection was on the basis of
school reports and statements regarding the suitability and health of applicants. For the final selection the
above were used, plus the results of the entrance examination, information resulting from a medical
examination and a personal interview. About 25% of male and 100/0 of female applicants were accepted.

The background factors of applicants varied only slightly: the greatest differences were related to the
degree of industrialisation of the borne district and the distance from the school. Each school had its own
recruiting area as a result of the tendency of applicants to try for the training school nearest their place of
residence. The more sparsley populated and industrially under-developed the surrounding districts, the
larger was the recruiting area. Although applicants from industrialised south Finland, thanks to better
facilities, had a broader study background than those from the north, there were no Agnificant differences
at the school report level between applicants for the various training schools.

The selection practices of the schools differed widely. At some, selection was made with reference to
a few variables only, at others with reference to many. It was a common feature of the training schools that
successful applicants had better school reports, a broader study background and more teaching experience than
the unsuccessful. As a rule, those accepted lived fairly close to the school, In the case of women the
selection was also made with reference to age, which correlated positively with the amount of teaching
experience.

Entrance examination tests, devised separately at each institution, were not used in a uniforin manner
for selection. Only the teaching aptitude test was weighted at all schools. Other tests were weighted
differently at different schools, and it could be shown that statistically significant additional information
for discrimination was not obtained from more than four tests at any school.

The general instructions given by the Finnish Central hoard of Schools for selection of students at
elementary teacher training schools are not sufficient to standardize the selection process. Achievement
tests and school reports cause applicants to be selected also in unintended dimensions. Even if these
dimensions are not essential for success as a teacher, they are important for the legal security of applicants
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and training policy of students. Equality of opportunity for those seeking admission to the teacher training
institutions is far from sufficient.

A further study now in progress deals with the problem of how accurately the entrance examination
tests and certain background variables can predict success in teacher training.

The only achievement tests now remaining in Finland for the selection of elementary teacher training
college students are voluntary tests in drawing and singing. Of central importance besides school reports,
statements regarding suitability, the personal interview and the personality tests is the teaching aptitude
test, which is the subject of constant development.

In autumn 1971, an extensive research project began in Finland with the main purpose of imprJving
entrance examinations. This aim is pursued by analysing the interdependence of the measures of
intelligence, personality, motivation, attitudes and teaching behaviour. Attention must also be given
to the interaction between personal and social background on the one hand and the developmental
tendencies that relate to teacher success on the other.

MILLER, Gordon W.:

Social awareness and motivations of student teachers

"Universities Quarterly", vol. 26, no. 3, summer 1972, pp. 310-316

/summary prepared by the Centre/

Data was gathered concerning more than 3,000 second-year students in 20 colleges of education in the
London area. Sixty-seven per cent had been in sixth forms (the last two years of upper secondary education)
for more than one year, 13% in the first year sixth only. Most of the remaining 200%0 were mature students.
Fifty-six per cent had attended grammar schools, 16% independent or direct grant schools, 8010 secondary
modern, sok comprehensive and 670 technical colleges. Sixty-eight per cent had entered directly from
school; 220/0 were aged between 22 years and 35 years, and 80/0 were older than 36. Men students were in
a minority (28%. Twenty-nine per cent of men and 33010 of women had at least two passes in arts subjects
at the Advanced Level of the General Certificate of Education (GCE "A" Level), while 13070 of men and
5010of women had at least two in science subjects. The proportion of students having at least the minimum
university entrance qualifications was 42% among men and 380/0 among women.

It is commonly alleged that students opt for college of education courses as a form of higher
education, having been unable to gain entrance to a university. The survey revealed, however, that for
83% of the sample teaching courses were the preferred form of higher education. This was true not only
for those who lacked university entrance qualifications but also for 78% of those having three GCE "A"
Level passes in science subjects and for 71tfoof those with three GCE "A" Level passes in arts subjects.
Could it be then that these students entered colleges of education simply because they wanted to teach?
This possibility has support in another survey of 10,381 students in colleges of education carried out by
the National Union of Students (1) in which 820/0 said that they chose teaching courses from "a desire to
teach". While recognising the "social desirability" variable in the students' responses by which respondents
tend to respond in such a way as to show themselves in a good light, it would be going too far to deny all
credibility to the students' responses on this issue.

(1) National Union of Students: The Education and Training of Teachers. Memorandum/0 the
Committee of Enquiry into the Education and Training of Teachers. 1971
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Fifteen per cent of students in the present survey first decided to enter teaching while they were in

the early years of secondary education, while for 100/0 the first decision went back as far as primary school

days. Thirty-six per cent took the decision in the last year or two of secondary education. Only 60/0

admitted to deciding on teaching courses after being denied entry to other courses while 20/0 had been to

university for a year or two. Twenty-seven per cent were students who had spent a year or several years

in other work. First decisions to teach were taken so early in so many instances that it may account in

part for the absence of university entrance qualifications in the case of some 60/0 of cases. Putting it

boldly, if at the age of 10 or 15 one decides to reach in primary schools, what sort of urge would impel

one to strive for university entrance qualifications?

The students were under no illusions about the status of teaching as a profession. Only 4.5% of the

students placed university teachers at the top of the social status scale, while school teachers were

allocated first place by only 0 .6% of the respondents. Clearly these students had not entered colleges

of education for the status society bestows upon them. Ninety-four per cent of the students regarded

an interest in working with people" as a very important or somewhat important factor in their decision

to enter teaching. This was closely followed by "interest in some aspects of the subject matter of what

they would be teaching" (89010), "an interest in contact with young people" (9004, "a desire to be of

service to the conununity"(74%), "a desire for a professional qualification" (720/0).

Considering that they rated teachers as the lowest in status in a list of professions and that their

motivations to enter teaching were more in terms of working with young people and desire to serve the

community, a picture begins to emerge of a group of people with considerable social awareness who do

not rate social status and material incentive as of overriding importance in entering their chosen

profession.

RIGAUX, H.:

Identification de quelques traits de personnalite caracterisant to professeur efficace

Laboratoire de didactique scientifique et seminaire de pedagogic psychologique et experimentale, Bruxelles

/source 'Recherche en matiere d'educatiort Enquite
europeenne 1970", Strasbourg 1971/

Duree : 1966-1973

But

Identifier, dans la perspective generale des theories du leadership, quelques traits de personnalite

du professeur efficace en vue dune selection eventuelle du personnel enseignant, mais surtout en vue de

l'adequation de sa formation.

Methode

- Analyse bibliographique et essai de synthise;

- Recherche concernant l'image du professeur ideal et la description de professeurs reels;

- Choix d'un echantillon representatif d'etudiants et de professeurs;

- Niveaux: enseignement primaire, moyen et superieur;

- Choix et adaptation des instruments devaluation;

- Traitement des donnees.

7



SANDVEN, J.:

Do we select the righttr..ople for teaching?

"Paedagogica Europaea", 1969, pp. 113-136

/excerpt from the publication/

In this research, started in 1958, the problem of selection was considered by means of a comparison
between admitted and rejected applicants to a 4-year training course in Norway, the admission
examinations and selections were carried out at the various training colleges in the country. A
country-wide comparison made it evident that in achievement at the admission examination there
was considerable overlap between admitted and rejected applicants. Even greater overlap was found
with regard to intellectual capacity as measured by a maturity test and an ability test. As part of an
experiment the applicants were also tested with respect to social reaction tendency or "coreaction "
(empathy, sympathy) and also with regard to feelings, of security. It was found that the rejected
aspirants as a group were nearly equal with those admitted as far as coreaction was concerned, and,
as to feeling of security, on an equal footing with them. The comparison thus gave no evidence that
the "right people" were selected in a satisfactory number of cases.

The problem was also evaluated in the light of doe candidates' qualifications at the end of the
training period. The correlations between data at admission and data at end of the training period
were as follows:

admission examination and total result from college

maturity test and total end result

ability test and total result

coreaction at admission and coreaction at retest
4 years later

corresponding result for feeling of security

r N

0.43 315

0.23 285

0.22 285

0.50 285

0.62 285

Among the students at a 2-year course the correlation between matriculation examination and college
result was r = 0.31, between a maturity test at entry to college and college result r = 0.30, in both
cases N = 614.

It appears that in the course of the college period greater shifts take place in the area of achievement
than in the area of basic personal personality reactions.

A test for educational attitude was given at the end of college both to 4-year and 2-year candidates.
The correlations between this test and the test for coreaction at the admission was r = 0.37 (N = 285) for the
former group and r = 0.28 (N = 614) for the latter. Considering that the correlations in the area of achievement
were moderate, r r -.43 between admission and examination and final result, and r = 0.31 between matriculation
examination and final result, the cited correlations between coreaction at admission and educational attitude
at end of colt: be are most interesting.

A considerable dispersion was found as to educational attitude, some of the candidates being lower in
this respect than the average 13-year-old students in the 7th grade.

It appears that the social coreaction represents a personality factor which, in a decisive way, has
relevance to the role of teaching, this being so whether seen in the light of practice teaching, or with the
eyes of the school students, or on the basis of the candidate's own attitude to future work. Also, there seems
reason to believe that the test for feeling of security assesses an important aspect of the teacher personality,
and that this aspect is not attended to by the ordinary evaluation at admission to college.

- 8 -



ATTITUDES

AEBLI, li.; SEILER, B.; KOCH, J.J.; CLOETTA, B.; DANN, I ..D. ; MULLER-FOHRBRODT, G.; PETER., H.

Teachers attitudes - origin and development of student teacher attitudes concerning education and the school

University of Constance, Educational Research Centre T., Research Unit on Teachers' Attitudes

/summary, in German, prepared by the researchers/

The pm iect which was begun in 1969/1970 aims at elucidating the effects of teacher training on the

attitudes of student teachers, and has in particular attempted to provide empirical data on the
following questions:

- How does higher education influence graduates in teacher training in their affective domain ?

- What changes in attitudes towards education and the school occur in the course of teacher

training?

What factors influence such changes?

- How should teacher training be improved so as to promote desirable attitude changes?

For this purpose two questionnaires have been developed; the Constance Questionnaire on Attitudes

towards Education and the School, and a questionnaire concerning conformist, conservative and progressive

attitudes. hi the first phase of this project a number of persons of both sexes were interviewed on the basis

of these questionnaires. They included students in the last grade of the grammar school, students in the last

grade of the grammar school, student teachers at the beginning and towards the end of their training courses,

and probationary teachers.

The main results of the interviews were
t`

- The students in the..._..14racle of the grammar school who wished to become teachers did not
not differ from other pupils in their views and attitudes concerning education and the school.

- Students at colleges of education and student teachers and other students at universities developed
different attitudes in the course of their studies. Students who wanted to become primary school

teachers were more conservative and more conformist, and at the end of their training tended to

stress the 'idealism' which they felt to be a necessary condition for exercising their professiOn,

while other university students and those who wanted to become grammar school teachers were

less conservative and conformist.

- It was only during the probationary period that attitudes common to all teachers as compared to
non-teachers developed; teachers were more easily depressed and more excitable.

- During their period at college or university the majority of student teachers tended to develop
more liberal or progressive views and attitudes. However, this development was unstable

and a revision of views and attitudes occurred during the probationary period in which the

-conservative and conformist attitudes tended to prevail again.

The project has now entered its second phase in which a longitudinal study will be undertaken. It will

comprise a random selection of the grammar school leavers in Baden-Wittemberg in 1970 and a majority

of those college of education students who have left the grammar school in that year and who did not

interrupt their studies. They will be followed through their years of study, their probationary period and

their first years of the profession. Tests and questionnaires will be sent to them at regular intervals. The

9



aim of this longitudinal study is to find out what relationship exists between specific forms of training
and attitudes concerning education and the school. The second phase will in particular examine the
extent to which training received determines resistance to regression from progressive and liberal to
more conservative and conforinist attitudes in professional life.

(Professor Dr. H. Aebli is now at Berne University)

CLAUSSE, A. et LEROY. Guy:

Analre des reactions du personnel enseignant face a la reforme de l'enseignement

Universite de Liege, Institut de Psychologie et des Sciences de l'Education

/resume prepare par les chercheurs/

Contexte de la recherche

Au debut de Farm& 1969, le Ministere bilge de l'Education rationale decidait l'application d'une
importante reforme de l'enseignement secondaire. Limit& aux seuls etatiissements qui chobissaient
librement de s'y engager, cette reforme concernait les structures, les methodes et les programmes des
etablissements d'enseignement general et d'enseignement technique de l'Etat. Les ecoles appartenant
a des reseaux independants de l'Etat - mais subsidies par lui - etaient invitees a s'engager, elles aussi,
dans le prc...essus de renovation,

En septembre 1969, puis en 1970, 1971 et 1972,, apres consultation. democratique du corps professoral,
un certain nombre d'ecoles se portaient volontaires et acceptaient de renover fondamentalement leur
enseignement au niveau de la premiere annee de leur cycle de six ans.

Au moment oil commence la recherche (printemps 1972), l'enseignement secondaire de l'Etat
comportait donc deux types d'ecoles:

- celles qui ne s'etaient pas engagees dans In renovation (EST = Enseignement secondaire
traditionnel) ;

- celles qui avaient opte pour la renovation (ESR = Enseignement secondaire renove).

Organisation de la recherche

But: Realiser l'adaptation des attitudes des enseignants aux exigences de l'enseignement secondaire
renove.

Processus: Diagnostic.; remediation; post-evaluation.

Etat d'advanceinent: La pbase "diagnostic" est en voie d'achivement. Elle s'est elleLmeme divisie en
deux etapes:

- Phase d'observation like:
Cette phase, qui consistait a recueillir le plus grand nombre possible de declarations au
moyen d'interviews libres de professeurs, visait un double but



e laborer une premiere description des attitudes des professeurs a Tigard de l'ESR et,
particulierement, verifier s'il y avait une difference significative entre les professeurs
qui avaient opte pons 1'ESR et ceux qui avaient choisi le statu quo;

. degager un "univers de traits" necessaire a Pelaboration d'un "Q-Sort" (cf. Stephenson)
appliquer ulterieurement dans le cadre d'une analyse plus fine.

- ase d'analyse par "Q-Sort":
Jette phase est en cctus, Traitement des premieres donnees: mars-avril 1973.

Phase d'observation libre: apercu de quelques resultats

De 1' "univers de declarations" recueilli, nous avons retenu 697 traits, c'est-4-dire 697 unites
d'expression verbale considerees, sous leur aspect formel, comme traduisant des declarations
semantiquement isolables. Parmi ces traits. 185 provenaient de professeurs de PEST, 512 de 1'ESR.
Le classement a po.steriori des donnees a permis de distinguer deux grandes categories de traits pour
chaque groupe de professeurs:

- traits traduisant une prise de position ideologique a Pegard de 1'ESR

14,410 pour les professeurs de 1'ESR
47 To pour les professeurs do l'EST

- traits traduisant une prise de position a Pegard des modalites d'application de 1'ESR

85,60/0 Dour les professeurs de 1'ESR

53 To pour les professeurs de 1'EST

Les professeurs de 1'ESR, dans l'ensemble, ne remettent pas en question le principe mime de la
renovation; par contre, ils se montrent tees sensibles 3 certaines modalites d'application. Au contraire,
les professeurs de 1'EST attribuent beaucoup d'importance 4 l'aspect ideologique de la renovation.

En ce qui conceme les modalites d'application, les professeurs de l'ESR se repartissent entre deux
grouper d'importance sensiblement eget

- ceux qui ne veulent pas transgresser quant aux principes fondamentaux et qui deplorent
qu'une serie de contingences les empgchent d'appliquer taus ces principes dans la
pratique pedagogique quotidienne;

- ceux qui considerent que ces contingences et les difficultes qu'elles engendrent impliquent
que l'on transige et que l'on amende les gernisses theoriques dans le sens d'un plus grand
"reaLtsme".

L'analyse plus poussee des donnees et leur classification plus fine en traits relatifs a la methodologie,
a Pinfrastructure materielle, aux structures, aux relations humaines et aux "reactions individuelles" ont
mis en relief certain points particulle.rement sensibles. Chacune de ces sous-categories a par ailleurs
ete vesti16.e Ji series de traits codes POSITIFS, NEGATIFS ou NEUTRES et en series regroupant des
SUGGESTIONS, des JUGEMENTS GENERAUX et des JUGEMENTS PARTICULlERS.

Les profils generaux degages 3 Tissue de cette premiere phase sont trop sommaires pour penneure
la mise au point immediate et Papplication de procedures gen&alisees de remediation. Its ont toutefois
permis de preciser le champ oil deviont s'inserer les recherches et les strategies ultkrieures.

La phase d'investigation par "Q-Sorts" actuellement engagee dolt permettre et d'affiner ces
profils et de deficit les moyens h metue en oeuvre pour modifies Pattitude des enseignants concemes.



COMBE, A. and RIESS, F.:

Teacher Origin and Attitudes

"Bildung und Erziehung", no. 1/1972

/summary prepared by the Centre/

Research on teacher attitudes carried out in the Federal Republic of Germany is summarised in a
report by Dr. A. Combe and Dipl. Phys. F. Riess of Darmstadt Technical University. These attitudes
tend to result in conformism with the established system and, if they are not counterbalanced by teacher
education, prevent divergent thinking, creativity and innovativeness, and the development of the
emancipatory dimension of education which the authors regard as one of the main tasks of the school
of today.

Social origin

The majority of German student teachers come from lower middle class families. They regard
access to higher education and to the teaching profession as proof of social promotion. They share the
attitudes and prejudices which are typical of the middle class employee. They tend to conform to the
established system and to hold the view that the individual's position in the social hierarchy is due to
his own merits: everybody can attain the function and position which correspond to his abilities and if he
does not, it is his own fault. Most student teachers, at the beginning of their course, are not critical
of society. Radical and leftis. influences which they may experience during their study courses are, as a
rule. not reflected in their own role as teachers. In their subsequent professional practice they discover
that the teaching profession has lost much of its former prestige and influence. This leads in many uses
to keep frustration, :.n attitude which is also found in many university graduates whose expectations as to
social status have not been fulfilled in their career - due to the ever increasing number of graduates and
the rise of a wealthy managerial class (Bahrdt, Schefer 1969, Fuhrmann 1970).

The "reality shock"

Many young teachers wuen beginning their schoolteaching career, undergo a "reality shock" from
which most of them do not recover. Isolation from real life at the university or the college and the liberal
optimism, which they have derived from their educational studies, have not prepared them to deal with
rebellious or simply bored pupils, older and reactionary colleagues and the various parent interests
(Weigelt, Kuhlmann 1971).

Scholarly attitudes

Teachers, and in particular grammar school teachers, tend to regard themselves primarily as
scholars: they prefer to be "experts" in a subject matter and take no pride in being "educators". The
decision to become a teacher is a second choice for some 40% of student teachers in all faculties.
Only 170/0of first year science students want to become teachers but this percentage rises as the course
progresses: toward.. , the end of their studies 34070 prefer to sit for the easier teacher examination instead
of taking the science degree. In the humanities, however, some 650/0-700/0of students opt from the
very beginning for the teaching profession (Jenne, Kruger, Miller-Plantenberg, 1969).

The high value attached by most teachers to subject matter expertise and their neglect of their
role as educators have the effect that many teachers take no interest in pupils with individual learning
difficulties. This has been fotInd to be the main cause of drop-out at the grammar school (Feisert,
Dahrendorf 1967). Such teachers also tend to discriminate against pupils of working class origin with
borderline qualifications (Preuss 1970). Work with poorly motivated pupils ranks highest among the
tasks which teachers dislike (Klingler, Gstetter 1971). Teachers tend to idealise their role as the guardians
of traditional moral and academic values and take a neutral position in social conflicts (Bergmann 1969).
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GRACE, Gerald R.:

Role conflict and the teacher

(London, Rout ledge and Kegan Paul. 19'12)

/summary prepared by the researcher/

The study investigated role conflict in a sample of 160 secondary school teachers and headteachers from

ten schools of a Midlands town. Four areas were investigated:

I, role diffuseness;
2. role vulnerability;
3, role commitment v, career orientation;
4. value conflict.

Principal findings

By type of teacher: Men teachers were more associated with conflict than were women teachers especially

in areas 1, 2 and 3. Women took a more tolerant attitude to role incompatibilities in the teaching situation.
More experienced leachers perceived higher levels of conflict than younger teachers but did not register

higher levels of personal concern (except in area 4). This suggested a process of occupational adaptation
necessary for survival in the profession. Value conflict was an area of concern for the older teacher.
Certificated teachers were more associated with conflict than were graduate teachers. There was evidence

that the Certificate in Education as a professional qualification exposed teachers to conflict in the role
vulnerability area. Role socialization in the college of education environment exposed teachers
(especially men) to conflicts in areas 1 and 3. Teachers in secondary modern schools were more
associated with high conflict than were teachers in other types of secondary school. Grammar school

teachers were associated with low levels of conflict and bilateral (comprehensive type) school teachers

with intermediate levels. Teachers in working class schools were more associated with conflict than

were teachers in middle class schools or socially mixed schools. Men, certificated secondary modern
school teachers were the group of teachers most associated with high levels of perceived and experienced

role conflict.

By type of conflict Role diffuseness conflict was not at a high level generally. Teachers saw "results" in

terms of pupil responsiveness, examination passes. sixth form maturity and meeting former pupils. There
were indications that educational, social and organisational change was increasing the exposure of secondary

school teachers to conflicts of role diffuseness.

Role vulnerability conflict was mainly associated with different evaluations of the professional role by
teachers and the general public. There was virtually no evidence that teachers in any type of school are in

conflict because of pressure exerted upon them, lack of professional treatment or bureaucratic constraints.

A sense of autonomy emerged as being the most prized possession of the English school teacher, the enjoy-
ment of which prevented serious experience of role conflict in this area.

Role commitment v, career orientation conflict was seen as a significant problem. Mary teachers

accepted the legitimacy of expectations that they should be committed to the pupils for four or five years,

but they perceived that promotion went to teachers who were highly mobile. The general impression was

that an entirely wrong system of values and priorities was operating in the career structure of teaching.
This conflict was most marked for certificated teachers and those in small schools.

Value conflicts based on honesty, truthfulness, respect for persons and property and appropriate work
attitudes: many teachers saw themselies engaged in a struggle against wider cultural tendencies towards

hedonism and "slackness". There was a pervasive belief that teachers were being 'used" by parents to

defend the traditional virtues which parents themselves lacked the courage to uphold.
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Possible implications for teacher education: Teachers with difficult assignments, likely to be relatively
intangible in results, should receive explicit feedback from hcadteachers and heads of department. The
effect of educational, social and organisational change on teacher role diffuseness conflict should be
closely monitored. Educational developments which involve a serious reduction of the autonomy of the
teacher should be proceeded upon with caution. Opportunities for all teachers to obtain graduate status
should be available as soon as possible and commitment-career conflict could be reduced by the
development of larger schools with more differentiated internal career structures or by the development
of "effectiveness" criteria and a system of reward based on these criteria. Teachers should engage in
serious and analytical study of value problems in a pluralist society and should not be expected to be
mere "curators of the museum of virtue".

NIEMANN , Hans-Iiirgen:

Attitudes of teachers towards their profession

Deutsches Institut fiir Internationale Padagogische Forschung, Frankfurt /Main

/summary prepared by the researcher%

Purpose

To iwestigate:

- the attitudes of teachers to their profession;
- the determinants of these attitudes;
- the correlations of these attitudes with certain special aspects of the teachers' role.

Procedure

The sample consisted of 2,983 elementary and secondary school teachers. The .ampling was of
the stratified random type with the school form as a unity. The investigation was carried out by means of
a questionnaire, sent by post, which included 36 statements on the teaching profession with seven Likert-type
categories. The reactions to these statements were factor-analysed.

Results

In view of their small number, the statements cannot be considered to cover all aspects of the teaching
profession. The findings concerning attitudes should therefore not be considered definitive.

Attitude dimensions

The attitudes of teachers to society seem to have two dimensions:

the teacher's uncertainty concerning his social position;

the school as a factor facilitating integration into society.

The first dimension includes the feeling of not being sufficiently esteemed by the public and by parents.
This complaint about the low esteem in which the teaching profession is held involves more than the fear of
decline in social prestige. It includes the teacher's uncertainty as regards his position in society and the lack
of concensus as to role expectations raised by prejudices and contradictions on the part of his reference groups.
The teacher scoring high on this dimension regards scientific work, mainly publications, as a possible means
of raising the esteem in which he is held.
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The dimension "school as a factor facilitating integration into society" refers to reform proposals
which aim at preparing both pupils and teachers to meet the requirements of the modern industrial world.
There are also demands for co-operation between school, public and parents in all school matters. Thus a special
social role is assigned to the teacher which increases his self-confidence. On the other hand, the teacher
works cut off from society and transmits general knowledge which is not enough to win respect. The teacher
scoring high on this dimension demands, on the one hand,, increased professional training and, on the other,
specialization in his teaching subject so as to ensure that he is respected outside school as a specialist in his
discipline.

l'he contrast between teachers who have a more subject-oriented view of their profession and those
who have a more "pedagogic" view is to be found in the third attitude dimension the teacher's personal
view of his profession. Teachers having a subject-oriented view of their profession regard the transmission
of knowledge as their primary task. Teachers baying a "pedagogic" view consider the advancement of their
pupils' personality as their primary task. These teachers are more willing to devote themselves to school
affairs than the subject-oriented teachers.

In this study two attitude dimensions concern the professional contentment of teachers:

- general professional contentment. This dimension includes the personal relationship of the
teacher with his colleagues, professional co-operation with them, and relations with parents
and pupils. Teachers who feel discontent in them matters are less interested in playing a
full educational role and demand stricter discipline for pupils.

- contentment with the social prestige of the profession when compared with that of the
individual teacher's parents. This dimension includes the teacher's feeling that he has
advanced socially in comparison with the social position of his parents.

Determinants r the attitudes

The following summarizes briefly the results of the regression analysis.

High scorers

The teacher's uncertainty older teachers
concerning social position

Low scorers

younger teachers

The school as a factor
facilitating integration
into society

elementary school teachers

economics teachers

younger secondary school
teachers

intermediate school teachers secondary school teachers

social science teachers

older secondary school
teachers

Subject-oriented view
of the profession

secondary .schwl teachers

humanities teachers

younger intermediate
school teachers

older secondary school
teachers

elementary school teachers

social science teachers

older intermediate
school teachers

younger secondary school
teachers

General professional
contentment

secondary school teachers

teachers who opted for the
profession before beginning

their studies

older teachers

elementary school teachers

teachers who chose the
profession during/after
studying

younger teachers
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REICHWEIN, R. and FRECH, W.:

How far can reform of teacher education foster innovative attitudes?

"betrifft Erziehung", no. 12/1971

/summary prepared by the Centre/

Under the guidance of the late Professor S. B. Robinsohn, the Max-Planck Institute for Educational

Research in Berlin developed a number of research projects concerned with models for curriculum research

and development. These projects led to the conclusion that active participation by teachers was a

prerequisite for curriculum innovation and that teacher education did not prepare teachers for such a role.

Hence the interest which the Institute is at present taking in research on innovative teacher attitudes and
in reform of teacher education which could foster such attitudes. A report on the main problems revealed

by the Institute's research and on tentative conclusions for the reform of teacher training courses which may

be drawn from them, has been published by R. Reichwein and W. Frech, both of the Max-Planck Institute

in "betrifft: Erziehung", no. IP/1971.

The report describes the rac.ical changes which teachers have had to face since the early sixties:

- the growing rebellion against school or the increasing disengagement from school on the part

of the pupils;

- the comprehensive school reform which has led to the creation of numerous experimental
schools and which has revealed that through lack of training teachers are not able to cope
with the problems of developing the new curricula that such reform demands;

- advances in audio-visual educational technology have taken the teachers unawares.,

All this has led to an 'identity crisis': the traditional role of the teacher as an independent educator and

a dependent staff member of the school hierarchy is becoming obsolete, and the teacher is confronted not
with 'role taking' but with 'role making'.

The concept of innovation has become one of the main issues in educational debate. Two conflicting
notions are hidden in this one concept to which all parmers in the debate pay at least lip-service. The

report deals in great detail with these two notions, which it defines as efficiency-oriented and emancipation-
oriented innovation. The first reinforces traditional learning methods, learning based achievement, and is
usually disseminated from above. The second, which can only come from the base, is directed towards
promoting the emancipatory processes by which the pupil/student is enabled to analyse and combat
repression and restraints. Although an innovative teacher will also make use of efficiency-oriented
innovation, his main concern will be to open the school to emancipation-oriented innovation.

The report discusses what attitudes the student teacher should develop to be able to contribute to
emancipation-oriented innovation. The Institute's research project on the innovative attitudes of future
grammar school teachers in their probationary period distinguishes between five personality trait:

cognitive 4ifferentiation, i.e., the ability to analyse and reflect on the socio-economic
conditioning of the school and the possibilities for overcoming it;

- resistance to anxiety, i.e., the ability to sustain conflict over educational aims and

methods;

role distance, i.e., the ability to develop new role concepts instead of taking over optlitional
ones;

- intrinsic motivation for the teaching profession as opposed to extrinsic motivation oriented
towards promotion, security. etc.;

- readiness to take risks.
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How can such desirable attitudes be fostered by reform of teacher education? The report concedes

that the answer cannot yet be given. The educational sciences have not yet developed a new, adequate

and consistent theory of teacher education, although psychology and sociology have contributed valuable
elements to such a theory. Nor has research yet been able to ascertain the extent to which specific

elements of teacher training programmes promote specific attitudes - only fragmented knowledge on

certain aspects of this problem exists at present.

The report concludes with detailed comments on certain reform measures and/or projects concerning
teacher education which have been introduced or are under consideration at the "progressive" universities

in Berlin and Bremen.

COSTER, W. de :

Motivations et conceptions personnelles des etudiants des stoles normales

Laboratoire de Psychologie differentielle et genetique

/resume prepare par le chercheur/

But

Obtenir des informations stir les motivations qui conduisent A choisir le metier d'enseignant;
rechercher les moyens pour adapter certaines attitudes dans un sens qui assure Pequilibre psychologique

des (faun) enseignants ainsi que de leurs eaves; obtenir des informations stir les lacnnes h combler et

les adaptations A operer dans in formation des educatetus.

Methode

Le Laboratoire de Psychologie diff6rentielle et genetique de l'Universite de Gand a entrepris,

dans le courant de Pannee 1969, une recherche A laquelle ont participe 1329 etudiants de demiese annee
des stoles normales. Ces etudiants ont ete intwoges au moyen d'un questionnaire emit, etabli stir in
base d'une enquete prealable, d'interviews et de discussions en groupes. Le questionnaire final contient

des questions stir les sujets suivanek

- Motifs qui ont amend les jeunes gem I ehoisir tine formation d'emeignant

- Conception concernant la formation

Perspectives d'avenir.

ResUltats

Un nombre relativement eleve d'etudiants des stoles normales est motive de fawn peu positive
envers la future profession d'instituteur. Leur choix fut motive par:

- la constatation de ne pouvoir pretendre A des etudes d'un niveau sped= (par exemple:
universitaire)

un echec dans d'autres etudes

- is duree relativement comic des etudes d'instituteur

- le fait que le dipb3me d'instituteur offre in possibilite de poursuivre des etudes plus poussees

certain avantages materiels (par exemple: in longue periode de vacances).
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Bon nombre de futurs instituteurs ont le penible sentiment d 'etre incapables de debuter avec sued%
dans la carriere, a cause de la formation trop peu pratique qu'ils recoivent. Its craignent d'echouer dans la
formation intellectuelle et surtout sociale et esthetique des eleves qui leur seront confies. D. est donc
d'une necessite urgente de s'attacher a une formation plus pratique et de consacrer dans ce contexte
toute ''attention necessaire a la formation de la personnalite, aim aspects intellectuels, social= et
esthetiques.

Un nombre non negligeable d'etudiants des stoles normales ne s'estime pas en mesure:

- d'enseigner convenablement la musique, la morale laique, la gymnastique;

- de se charger de la formation d'eleves d'un certain niveau (par exemple: ler degre)
ou d'un type bier derud (par exemplft les eleves de Penseignement special).

Ici l'on se trouve devant une ache peu aisee; trouver un equilibre entre deux principet

- Mollie dans l'accompagnement peclagogique, sans lequel l'on risque des difficultes de transition
et une coordination deficiente, avec tout ce que cela comporte pour la forriatior de la
personnalite;

- la tendance generale a une specialisation trees poussee qui caracterise notre scciete actuelle.

Trop d'etudiants s'estiment incapables d'etablir des contacts humains adequats .-,vec li ars eleves
ou en sousestiment Punportance. Un grand nombre est encore d'avis que la critique e' les puaitions
constituent une methode efficace pour remedier a d'eventuelles difficult& et se pronor.ce de maniere
implicite ou explicite pour ''application peu democratique de l'autorite. Le contact hurnain - condition
sine qua non pour toute education positive - est souvent pact' dune fawn insuffisante ou fautive. Les
etudiants des stoles normales devraient etre amenes a adopter une attitude plus encottrageante, plus.
securisanw et davantage empreinte de confiance. Ii est necessaire de preparer a in participation, a
la cogestion et aux autres formes de gestion democratique.

Trop d'etudiants des stoles normales sousestiment 'Importance du contact avec les parents des
eaves, ou ne se sentient pas en mesure de ''assurer. II serait donc utile qu'ils soient conscients au fait
qu'une mauvaise coordination entre Pecole et le foyer de ''enfant peut eve a :'origin du sentiment
d'incertitude et de Pinadaption des eaves. Les etudiants doivent etre prepares a ces contacts et a cette
collaboration.

Suite a Pappreciation minime dont joust la profession d'instituteur certain etudiants developpent
une image de soi negative. II est frequent de les voir subir certaines tensions dues a cette situation
contradictoire: le role preponderant de l'instituteur en close et son role subordonne dans la societe.

Le programme est considers par la plupart des etudiants comme surcharge. Mime certaines
branches qui appartiennent au domain des sciences humaines ne sont pas appreciees. Le systeme
devaluation et la coordination imparfaite entre le s professeurs sont l'objet de critiques.

Une nouvelle enque^te a ete lancee des fevrier 1973 afin de contro-ler Pevaluation des attitudes
dans la nouvelle organisation des stoles normales.
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JOB ANALYSIS

GRAN, Bertil:

Education in teacher training based on job analysis of teachers (Project PIL)

Malmo School of Education
/summary prepared by the researches/

The project has concentrated on the following four areas:

Area I

Job analyses have been carried out by means of the following methods:

Analyses of official texts: A classification of texts of an official character has been carried out by means

of an inquiry among different school administrators. From these texts certain demands made upon the
teacher have been categorized. These analyses give an overview of the demands made upon the teacher
from the point of view of society.

Interviews: About one hundred interviews have been carried out with persons belonging to various
"contact-groups "(administrators, teacher trainers, parents, pupils, etc.). They were asked to describe
what they expected of the teacher today and what will be expected of him in the near future.

Critical-incident studies: More than 2,000 critical incidents reported by student teachers during their
early teaching experiences have been analyzed with a view to ascertaining typical school situations that
student teachers often have m cope with. The material showed what decision-making the incidents led
to and what more permanent models of action could develop out of these decisions. The incidents have
been classified according to various classification systems, and variations between the categories within
each system and between background variables have been analysed in order to establish significant
differences, The most frequent types of decision-making and the most common models of actions have
been scrutinized further and compared with recommendations in the handbooks of suggestions for teachers
provided by the Swedish Board of Education. The main findings are that student teachers who are subject
specialists in the comprehensive schools mostly report incidents involving discipline whilst planning is
a problem in the "gymnasium".

Questionnaire to school principals and teacher training specialists: The questionnaire, based upon the
analyses of official texts interviews and the criticalincident studies, concentrated mainly upon
expectations concerning the teacher's role. The questionnaire was given to about 800 persons: school
principals, consultants for in-service training and teachers in schools of education. The following aspects
have been evaluated:

- the demands made upon the teacher today;

- how well teacher education is fitted for these demands;

- the future development of the teacher's role;

- how the teacher's role is related to the aims of the school.

It is possible to describe the teacher's role by means of a factorial structure where five different

clusters are identified:

1. a development factor;
2. a factor concerning the pupils' socio-emotional development;
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3. a factor concerning the pupils' cognitive development;
4, a method-material factor;
5. a communication factor,

Different groups of people specify different demands made on teachers, but in general greatest emphasis is
laid on factor two .

Systematic observation of new teacher roles: Situations involving various types of grouping, team teaching
and work in open-plan schools have been especially studied. Data have also been collected concerning
work with method-material systems. The data have not yet been fully analysed, but it is evident that
new teaching arrangements will modify the role of the teacher.

Area 2

Analyses of training needs have been carried out by means of various types of questionnaire. The data
indicate that teacher training in Sweden is least satisfactory in respect of child welfare and of teacher
communication. and co-operation. A study of the development of attitudes and of certain personality
factors amongst student teachers during their training in practice schools has also been carried out.

Area 3

Experiments with the following have been conducted in most of the schools of education in Sweden:
new programmes for pupil care; programmes for role playing; co-operation within teacher training; new
methods of evaluation. The results of this development work are satisfactory.

Area 4

An evaluation of teaching aids is being made according to an instructional technological model.
Lists of printed instructional materials of potential use to those involved in teacher education, especially
with the field of pedagogics, have been published. Lists of films, film strips, etc., will follow in the
near future.
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ORGANIZATION AND CONTENT

EASON, T.W.:

The relations between academic and professional studies in colleges of Education in England and Wales I
University of London Institute of Education

/summary prepared by the Department of Higher Education
of the University of London Institute of Education/

The research project (1937-70), sponsored by the Department of Higher Education of the University of London
Institute of Education and funded by the Department of Eduction and Science, was concerned with the concurrent
type of teacher training in general colleges of education, excluding, that is to say, not only post-graduate
non-concurrent courses but also the initial training of non-graduate teachers in various kinds of specialist
college (for example, physical education, home economics). The group of student teachers under review is
very large (about 100,000 places at one time in well over 160 colleges - the number of teachers in primary
and secondary schools is only about 3,1/2 times the number of places). About nine out of ten of all
primary and secondary teacheis were, during the period of the research project, being trained in the
concurrent courses of the general colleges of education. The very large: number of student places in
relation to the profession itself (about 2 to 7) reflected not only very substantial and rapid attritica,
especially among women teachers, but the considerable component in the college concurrent course of
"higher education" as distinct from narrow professional preparation.

The questions to which the project sought answer! comprised the following among others:

- Does the concurrent programme reflect outdated assumptions, and is it therefore adhered to
simply as an uncriticized inheritance from the past?

- How much support for it exists among principals, staff in various categories and grades,
and students ?

- What is the nature of the opportunities, and of the difficulties, in learning and teaching
in the concurrent type of organization of programme?

- What are the effective relationships in action (in teaching and learning) between the four
identified elements of:

. main subject course studies;

. curriculum studies oriented to the needs of primary and secondary teachers;

. academic study in the foundations of education;
. apprentice-type practical initiation into teaching skills and techniques?

There I., a broad basis of support among students, teaching staff and principals in the colleges for the
concurrent form of organization, but this is accompanied by a sharp awareness of difficulties for teaching and
learning arising from it. The grounds adduced for supporting the concurrent form of programme arise from
the opportunity for college teaching staff and their students to bring academic and professional considerations
to bear on issues connected with the educational task of the schools, and to develop the knowledge and
insights relevant to this. The resulting demands on the college teaching staff are for effective curricular
breadth. integration of studies, and relevance. The difficulties arise from the administrative complexity
of programmes which cannothe contained within a subject-department organization and from the diffuse
nature of the tutors' role which makes the recruitment and induction of college staff able to meet the
resulting job prescription no simple matter. On the other hand, the inquiry was able to identify on the
part of college staffs a high degree of job satisfaction in meeting the demands of this type of programme.
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The complexity and closeness of the relationship between:

- academic main subject studies

- school oriented curriculum studies, and

- educational foundation studies

was brought out, and not least the importance of the first in relation to the professional training aim with
which the second and third are explicitly concerned.

The inquiry can be seen as tending to substantiate the claim which was made subsequently in a
Department of Education and Science White Paper (1) that there is "greater support for concurrent courses
for those wishing to commit themselves to teaching at an early stage" than had sometimes been assumed.

Certain common stereotypes received no support. It does not appear to be the case that while
education tutors in the colleges are interested in the professional aspects of the programme, subject tutors
are not. There is a conscious involvement in professional training In all departments, and the socialising
influence of the college on its own staff over the years is totieepen, not diminish, this commitment. There
is a perceived limited success in linking the main-subject studies to the professional purpose of the course
as a whole, but there is also a wide desire to strengthen these links - a desire felt by principals and teaching
sift . well as students. There was recognition at many levels within the colleges that simply to identify
"academic and professional" aspects of teacher training respectively with (i) subject (Method) and

'(it) age-range studies (child development or school organization) was to introduce superficiality.

Evidence indicated that the concurrent form of programme was compatible with a training purpose
directed towards a flexible rather than a stereotyped outcome, professional development rather than a mere
apprenticeship.

Publications: The results of the inquiry have been given in two monographs (The principals and their
colleges (1970); Staff and student attitudes in colleges of education (1971))in the series
Colleges of Education: Academic or Professional?, published for the Department of
Higher EduCation by the National Foundation for Educational Research.

(1) Education; a Framework for Expansion. London, HMSO, 1972 (Cmnd. 5174)

MITTER, W.; BAYER, M. and KOLBE, M.;

Secondary school teacher education

Deutsche: Institut fur Internationale Pidagogische Forschung, Frankfurt/Main

/sinnmary prepared by the researche/

Secondary school teachers in Germany usually study two subjects at university for 5 to 6 years before
entering the profession. During their first 18 months in schools they follow a training programme and
attend seminars (Studienseminar), the aim of which is to acquaint them with teaching methods, relevant
aspects of psychology and sociology, and to familiarize them with vricultun development. It is now
strongly felt that such a preparation for teaching (subject matter followed by introduction to the practical
problems of the profession) is not adequate.
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The aim of the research project is to investigate the present weaknesses of secondary school teacher
education and to make recommendations for reforming the system. Answers to the following questions are
sought

- Which forms of organisation and which teaching methods have proved to be successful during
university studies and during the Studienseminar?

- What modifications is it necessary to make in the university phase and in the induction phase?

- To what degree does the training in educational theory meet the real needs of teachers?

- What knowledge and methods does a teacher need so that a democratic school system may
be set up?

- What training during the induction phase is most effective?

- What aspects of the teacher education programme will promote innovative behaviour?

It is hoped that the research findings will contribute to the debate concerning the advantages and
disadvantages of the induction period, in particular whether or not the theoretical and practical work now
cone in the Studienseminar should be incorporated into the unkiersity studies. It is not intended to offer
a mere description of the present situation but to recommend future changes.

The collection of data has been completed. Questionnaires were admhiste-red to some 550 young
teachers at 22 Studienseminar. The study covers a wide geographical area - Berlin, Hamburg,
Schleswig-Holstein, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Niedersachsen and Rheinland-Pfalz. University courses in
philosophy, educational theory, psy:itology and sociology have been grouped according to their contents
so as to enable the level of representation of individual topics to be assessed. This will make it possible
to see which subject, important to the education of teachers, are already sufficiently taught and which
are not.

FROST, Antoine:

Recherche sur les attentes de formation des jetmes enseignants du second degre

Universite d'Orleans

/;esumé prepare par le chercheur/

La formation professionnelle des enseignants du second degre en France consiste essentiellement
en un stage d'une anode dans les classes de trots professeurs plus anciens. Ce stage est d'abord passif, puss
actif, c'est-e-dire qu'apres avoir ecoute des cours, le stagiaire en donne a son tour, en presence du
consenter.

La recherche vise a determiner les attentes de formation des stagiaires. Elle procede par questionnaire
rapidement rempli (sans reflexion prealable). Une etape a consiste a administer ce
questionnaire en octobre 1972 a 75 stagiaires d'Orleans, appartenant aux diversm disciplines. Les

resultats ont ete les suivants. 'L'attitude la plus repandue consiste it accepter le modele pedagogique
transmis par les professeurs conseillers. Cependant ce modele pedargique est refuse par presque tous
les professeurs de lettres, de philosophie et d'histoire qui ont déjà enseigne, sans formation, comme
mattres-a.ailiaires. Les autres variables n'interviennent pas a ce stade: rige, ni le sexe des stagiaires
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n'introduisent de variation significative. Les professeurs de sciences sont les plus traditionnalistes.
Les mathematiciens, cependant, adoptent des attitudes trey varides, que l'analyse n'explique pas.
Les professeurs de langues vivantes ont dgalement des attitudes varides, les germanistes semblant plus
traditionnalistes que les anglicistes.

Si l'on pousse plus loin l'investigation, on constate qu'aucun modele ne s'impose comme alternative
au modele de formation actuellement dominant : le refus du modele traditionnel ne s'effectue pas au nom
d'un contre-modele defini. Cependant, des nuances plus ou moms marquees dans les attentes de formation,
qui peuvent parfois conduire au refus net de l'exemple des anciens, permettent de degager deux voies
differentes de recherche. Vane part un certain nombre de stagiaires attendent beaucoup d'dchanges
avec leurs co-stagiaires ils sont partisans d'une reflexion sur les comportements et les attitudes
p(xlagogiques, et considerent comme une qualite dminente l'aptitude du maitre A se remettre en
question ou A accepter le dialogue avec les dleves. D'autres stagiaires semblent soucieux de completer
le modele traditionnel d'enseignement magistral par une pedagogie plus rationnelle, plus mdthodique
(analyse des processus d'apprentissage), sans que cette position soit aussi frequente qu'on l'attendrait
chez les linguistes, preoccupds pourtant de technologies modernes. Ces deux variantes sont exclusives
l'une de l'autre : on conteste le modele traditionnel soit au nom des apprentissages rationnels, soit au
nom d'une mise en question des comportements personnels. L'accent est mis soit sur la discipline
enseignde, soit sur la relation : it n'est pas mis sur les dleves, et les elements de formation qui,
paradoxalement, suscitent le plus de reserve sont precisement les apports d'ordre psychologique ou
sociologique.

Dans une seconde dtape, la recherche va se poursuivre h partir du mime questionnaire et de la
mime mdthodologie pour savoir comment evoluent les attentes de formation au cours de Pannee de
stage. Pour cela, le mime questionnaire a ete administre au debut de l'annee, avant le commencement
du stage, et au cours du mois de janvier.

Simultandment, des formations compldmentaires du stage proprement dit ont ete concues et
testdes. Un seminaire groupe de cinq Sours a ete organise du 2 au 6 octobre, suivi en janvier d'un nouveau
sdminaire de deux fours.

Une investigation plus poussee est envisagde au cours du troisieme trimestre par interviews
non-directives des stagiaires. D'ores et dejl it apparait que l'examen final, qui termine l'annee de
stage, pese d'un poids nes lourd sur la formation des stagiaires. Cet examen consiste en un cours
professe devant un jury preside par un inspecteur, assiste d'un conseiller et d'un noisieme professeur.
Les conseillers redigent des rapports sur les stagiaires, dont ceux -ci pensent qu'ils pesent dans la
decision finale. Or le cours professe devant l'inspecteur, et qui determine le debut de carriere de
ces fonctionnaires, n'entretient qu'un rapport lointain avec la realite quotidienne des classes. C'est
un exercice scolaire artificiel, qui obdit a des normes particulieres. Preoccupes de bien preparer net
examen, les stagiaires entretiennent avec leurs conseillers des rapports peu fdconds, et qui manquent
de liberte. Its ont du coup les plus grander difficult& A observer vraiment ce qui se passe dans les
classes et a definir avec des eaves qui ne sont pas vraiment "leurs" eleves, un style pedagogique
personnel.
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REID, Ivan:

Social science and teaching performance

"Educational Research", vol. 15, no. 1, November 1972, pp. 52-54

/summary prepared by the Centre/

A major innovation in British teacher education in the last decade has been the introduction of sociology
and social work as main academic subjects in the colleges of education. By 196869 some 26% of colleges
were running main courses in sociology and several courses in social work, all of which were well subscribed.
Traditionally, main subjects in teacher education have been classroom subjects, and have been viewed as
having a twin utility, for the personal education of the student and for his professional preparation for the
classroom. The introduction of what are virtually non-teaching subjects has aroused some controversy because
of their apparent lack of direct relevance to professional performance. At the college and school level the
issue has centre around whether such courses are as sound a preparation for teaching, or fulfil the needs of
the schools as traditional subjects are seen to do.

The 1,237 final teaching practice grades given to students at Edge Hill College of Education between
1966 and 1970 were analysed in order 10 reveal any differences in performance between students studying
sociology, social work and traditional teacher education main subjects.

The distribution of final teaching practice grades for students studying sociology is very similar to that
of students studying traditional subjects. Overall there is a tendency for them to be over-represented in the
middle range of grades and under-represented in the higher. These differences are not significant, nor
does year by year analysis reveal any significant or consistent differences.

Social work students display a significantly different distribution of grades compared with students
studying traditional subjects. They were more likely to be assessed in the higher range, less likely to be
in the middle range and comparable in the lower range.

Analysis of the student input variables revealed but one significant difference between the groups:
social work students were more likely to be given higher grades at the selection interview than were
traditional subject students (P =10,05). Analysis of the input factors of all students displayed that only
interview grade and passes at the Advanced Level of the General Certificate of Education were significantly
related to teaching practice grade.

The findings contain no evidence that studying sociology as a main subject affects the professional
performance of a student as measured on teaching practice. The evidence may then be seen to support the
contention that sociology appears to be as effe:tive as the traditional subjects in this aspect of teacher
education. This could be due either 10 the fact that main subjects are irrelevant or marginal to teaching
practice performance or that sociology provides the student with something which allows him to overcome
any disadvantage caused by not studying a teaching subject.

Explanation of the observation that social work students are more likely to be assessed in the higher
range of teaching practice grades can be sought in at least three levels: differences in the students, in their
preparation and in their assessment. Such data as is to hand is unlikely to be more than suggestive. It may
be that students choosing to study a subject with such an obvious emphasis towards the child and teaching
might be more strongly motivated or better 'teacher material' than students opting for more academic
subjects, and it could be contended that this was recognised by college staff at the selection interview.

In terms of preparation for teaching practice, social work students are sharply differentiated from
traditional subject students. The subject they study has apparent and direct relevance to the teaching of
children, namely an extensive element on human growth and behaviour, and an introduction to remedial
skills. Further, the familiarization with the social services, involving a number of agency visits, and an
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introduction to social work skills by practising social workers may affect their ability in handling the

social situation involved in teaching practice. For this to be an acceptable explanation however, it

would be necessary to demonstrate the use of this knowledge and skill in the classroom and to

establish a relationship between the quality of such learning and teaching practice assessment.

Whilst there is an obvious need for more extensive research, it can be concluded that there is

no apparent disadvantage in terms of Initial professional performance for the students reading

sociology and a positive advantage for social work students. This raises questions about the role

of the main subject in teacher education, which has been viewed as contributing to the professional

performance of teachers because of the direct relationship between its subject matter and that

taught in schools. Subjects which are more related to the children, school and social environment,

and to the activity of teaching are shown by the research to be at least as adequate in the preparation

of students. At the same time it questions the direction, emphasis, and extent of education courses

in that the social work course which replicates some major elements of the subject matter apparently

produces superior classroom skills.

WEAVER, D.C.:

The effect of the first year of teaching on teachers' attitudes to the professional element in their

initial training course

"The British Journal of Educational Psychology", vol. 40, Part 3 November 1970. p. 352

/excerpt from the publicatioa7

Aim

To develop attitude scales with which to measure any change in the attitude of teachers to the

professional element their initial training course, occurring during the first year of teaching.

Procedure

Four colleges of education were chosen to give a full range of male and female students, both

young and mature, who had undergone a training course to teach children in the infant/Junior,

junior/secondary or secondary ranges. Attitude scales were constructed to measure the teachers'
attitudes to psychology of education, philosophy of education, history of education, curriculum studies

and teaching practice and scored using a Liken method of five-point acceptance or rejection of the

statements. The scales were administered to 213 students as they finished their training course in

July 1966, and to the same students again in July 1967, after they had taught in schools for one year.

Results

The attitudes to the professional element in the initial training coursewhich the students held on

leaving college changed significantly in a negative direction after one year in schools.

The attitudes to the different subjects of the education course were significantly different from

each other but the change was not consistent for all subjects. There was a clear preference order for

the subjews of the education course and this order was broadly maintained by the four colleges after the

second administration of the scales. This order was: psychologyof education, teaching practice,
philosophy of education, history of education and curriculum studies, with psychology of education

rated as the most useful element. The attitude to psychology of education was particularly favourable

and the attitude change, although in a negative direction, was extremely small.

The female students had, on average, a better attitude to the professional element of the course

than the male students, but after one year the female attitude showed a faster rate of deterioration than

did the male attitude.
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MICRO-TEACHING

BRUSLING, Christer and STUKAT, Karl-Gustaf:

Micro-teaching

Gothenburg School of Education

/source - "Educational Research in Sweden 1971-72:7/

Starting date: 1970

Completion date: 1973

Aim

The aim of the project is to test experimentally the effectiveness of different micro-teaching
techniques and to test models for implementation of effective procedures into regular teacher education.

Scope

In 1970-71 a laboratory experiment was conducted using 48 subjects. A more extensive experiment
is planned in 1972-73.

Methods

The laboratory experiment was designed as a factorial experiment. The evaluation of results was
done mainly by coding of observations of videotaped student teachers' practices. Statistical analysis
was done mainly by analysis of covariance, uni- and multivariate.

Findings

The immediate effects of self-confrontation seemed to be positive but changed later on into
negative effects, The proven gains after the laboratory -like training of two hours had largely disappeared
two months later when the student teachers wel observed in regular classrooms. The student teachers
held very positive attitudes towards the used variants of micro-teaching.

Bibliographic references

School Research Newsletter 1971:4 , Stockholm, National Board of Education, 1971, 10 p.

BRUSLING, Christen Effects of cued modelling procedures and self-confrontation in a micro-
teaching setting aimed at developing nonverbal behaviour - Paper presented at the
International Micro-teaching Symposium, Universitit libingen) 1972. Gothenburg School
of Education, 1972

TINGSELL, Jan-Gunnar. Beteendeobservationer med mekanisk regktrerutrusni_. gn (Observations
of behaviour by means of a mechanical recorder). Gothenburg School of Education. 1972
24 p. + app.

LANDSHEERE, G. de:

Micro-enseignement

Laboratoire de pedagogie expeiimentale, Universite de Liege

/resume prepare par le chercheur/

L'analyse de la performance pedagogique proposee par les auteurs de micro-enseignement
ne depasse pas, le plus souvent, le niveau grossier des intuitions artisanales et it ne fait pas de doute
qu'une analyse systematique des interactions de classe distinguera, d'une facon bien plus pertinence,
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les elements comportementaux de la fonction enseignante. Mais, entreprise depuis peu, cette analyse
montre aussi que les elements de la conduite d'enseignement ne sont pas independants les uns des autres,
mais s'integrent toujours dans un pattern particulier.

Le travail de J. M. Martin (1) Must= assez bien l'impossibilite de modifier durablement un
comportement d'enseignement aussi simple et facilement isolable en apparence que Pevaluation par
le maitre des reponses des eaves (fonctions de feedback). La qualite des feedbacks depend, en fin de
compte, de tout un style d'enseignement; vouloir la changer implique necessairement qu'on modifie
l'ensemble du pattern d'interactions ; soft, ties schematiquement, une question fermee, tine reponse
automatique, une evaluation stereotypee; soft, au contraire, une question ouverte, une reponse plus
complexe sanctionnee par une evaluation plus discrirninee et specifique.

Aussi, plutOt que d'entrailer les maitres, par les procedures classiques du micro-enseignement,
produire separement les comportements caracteristiques de la performance pedagogique, nous croyons -

puisque l'acte d'enseigner forme un tout avec sa logique propre - qu'il serait autrement efficace de les
aider a controler, par l'analyse adequate d'une performance complete, le style d'enseignement quills
adoptent spontanement, de les aider alors a clecouvrir et a maitriser les elements qui reglent le pattern
des interactions de classe.

Ainsi, lots d'essais de micro-enseignement au Laboratoire de pedagogie experimentale de
l'Universite de Liege, nous demandions aux stagiaires, licencies en sciences de Peducation, de presenter
une mini-lecon de cinq minutes a un mini- audiroire de cinq eaves. Nous eumes la surprise de constater
que les stagiaires enseignaient la notion de levier a des eleves de sixieme annee primaire sans mime
s'apercevoir que ces derniers connaissaient déjà parfaitement la matiere enseignee. Plus precisement,
nous constations que les stagiaires se bomaient a produire, dans Pordre d'importance, des fonctions
d'imposition, de feedback positif stereotype, d'organisation et de concretisation, du genre :

Professeur - "Toi, dis-moi, qu'est-ce que je mon= ?
neve - "Un casse-noisette"
Professeur - "Un casse-noisette, tres Bien ".

Constatant en outre que la participation des eaves etait fort 'negate toujours le ou les deux mimes
eleves, les plus rapides, fournissaient les reponses - now avons donne aux stagiaires les consignee

- de mieux controIer la participation de facon it impliquer tout le monde une fois dans
le debat et

- de favoriser les echanges entre eaves en les invitant a commenter entre eux les
reponses avant de les sanctioner par un feedback.

Le simple respect de ces consignee relatives au controle de la participation et a Porganisation du
debat suffit pour modifier sensiblement le style d'enseignement : now enregistrions une baisse des fonctions
d'imposition et Papparition nette c1:3 fonctions de developpement et de personalisation, garanties d'un
enseignement mieux adapte aux problemes et aux interets des eaves.

D'autre part encore, et toujours pour pallier le defaut de l'apprentissage de comportements separes,
artificiels, now pensons qu'il y aurait interet it focaliser los seances de micro-enseignement stir la
maitrise de strategies completes d'enseignement nettement circonscrites et dont Pefficacite a ete
eprouvee. Les travaux de Taba (2) ou de Nudist' (3), par exemple, se present particulierement it
une exploitation dans un cadre de micro-enseignement.

Enfin, le role du micro-enseignement ne semble pas devoir se limiter a la formation des maims.
La situation de micro-enseignement ne foumit-elle pas, en effet, un excellent modele de la situation
de classe? Toutes les variables sont presentes et, surtout, leer manipulation devient possible. Bien slur
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avec l'appauvrissement, mats ausd avec la rigueur du laboratoire on pourra, des qu'on disposera d'un
critere de rendement approprie, etudier tout-i-loisir la plasticite et les effete de Pinteractions
maitre-neve.
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EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

COLLIER, K. G

Learning programmes in colleges of education

Bede College, Durham

/summary prepared by the researcher/

For the first six months of 1971 a study team established by the National Council for Educational
Technology examined the needs of the colleges of education for learning materials and designed a
system for producing and distributing these materials. It was envisaged that the materials would include
study guides and programmes for use by individuals, small groups and classes. The study team very
quickly agreed that educational technology was not to be equated with audio-visual techniques,
however sophisticated: the phrase must be taken in its widest sense to involve the defining of the
knowledge, skills and attitudes students are expected to acquire, the selection of suitable teaching/
learning techniques for the achievement of these purposes, and the evaluation of the effectiveness
of the courses and materials used.

The study team visited more than a third of the colleges of education in the U.K., to study
their use of educational technology. Closed-circuit television was being widely used, mainly for
video-tapes of children in schools and of broadcast programmes. Multi-media packages and
assignments for small groups (syndicates') were in use in a considerable variety of forms but not
in large quantities. Resource centres were in use or under consideration in many colleges. But
little attention was being given to the defining of the objectives of the courses or to their evaluation.

Thus it became clear that the major problems in the development of educational technology in
the colleges were:

- the lack of an information service about available materials;

- the lack of a machinery for designing, producing and testing the learning materials;

- the lack of any machinery for enabling the decision-making bodies in the colleges to
test the materials and the approach for themselves;

- the lack of any consultancy service to which colleges could turn for advice in this field,
whether in the design of materials, the defining of objectives, the evaluation of courses,
or the design of resource centres.

The study group considered the whole undertaking was emphatically to be regarded as an exercise in
innovation and that careful attention must be given to the processes and tactics of innovation.

The Report (I) proposed a five-year pump - priming project on a considerable scale. In early 1972
the National Council organised a series of conferences for principals and senior staff members of colleges
to assess the response of the colleges to the project, and approaches were made to funding bodies. In
the light of these consultations a modified proposal (2) was drawn up on a three-year basis, with much of
the expenditure being carried by the colleges on their normal equipment-and-materials budgets. While
the funds necessary for the full-scale operation of the project are being sought, a skeleton scheme has been
launched utilising the expertise and enthusiasm of college lecturers known to be committed to these develop-

.... meats and designed to demonstrate the potential that is being built up. This is being funded by the National
Council on the same small budgets as the earlier stages, and is concentrating in the first place on the
development of information and consultancy arrangements. The response from the colleges has been
extremely positive.
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The dovernment White Paper "Education: a framework for expansion" (3) proposes amongst
other things a diversification of the functions of the colleges of education.

It will undoubtedly involve a heavy concentration of time and manpower in the colleges on forward
planning but it is considered that the redesigning of courses on a unit-based principle may well give an
added impetus to the developments of educational technology in the colleges. The National Council
believes that the project described above is so designed as to be well suited to such developments.

(1) COLLIER, K.G. et al.: Coll -of education learning programmes: a proposal - Working Paper 5.
National Council for Educational Technology, Councils and Education Press, 1971

(2) National Council for Educational Technology: Educational technology in teacher education and
training, 1972

Department of Education and Science: Education: a framework for expansion. London, HMSO, 1972
(Cmnd. 5174)

(3)

FAUQUET, M.:

L'emploi du circuit ferme de television pour la formation des mattres

"Media", 23-24, octobre-novembre 1971, pp. 31-37

/1-ésume prepare par le Centre/

Les resultats de recherche attestent Pefficacite de Pemploi du circuit ferme de television pour
la formation des maims. Ils ne doivent cependant pas masquer route une serie d'effets lies au degre
d'acceptation de cette nouvelle technique par les eleves-maitces.

Nous avions recueilli Popinion des normaliens (etudianu dans une ecole normale) lors de la
premiere experience francaise de ce genre, men& en 1964-1967 a Pecole normale academique de Lille.
Or l'opinion moyenne de noire population s'est revel& tres raeriee (27%de reactions favorables
contre 73% de reactions defavorables). En depit dune nes nette amelioration de Pinstallation inter-
venue entre 1966 et 1967, le degre d'acceptation des normaliens de Lille n'a pas vale. L'experience
de J. Naeslund, a Stockholm, confirme cette constatation a premiere vue paradoxale; les dispositions
des eaves-mai-nes ayant beneficie dune installation plus perfectionnee en 1968 ne s'averent pas
signiftcativement plus favorables que celles des eleves-maines ayant utilise une installation plus
rudimentaire en 1967.

Ainsi se Votive refute le prejuge tecbnologique qui consiste a croire (ou a laisser croire) que
Pintroduction d'ure technique nouvelle est nicessairement un agent de changement. En fait,
Pattitude psychologique Joue im role Bien plus important. La convergence des resultats tires
d'experiences differentes par leur problematique et leur deroulement ne permet aucun douse sur ce
point. Nul n'ignore la distance qui separe souvent Popinion d'un individu de son comportement
effectif.

Dans le cadre de ?experience de Lille, nous avons administre, apres chaque séance d'observation,
un questionnaire destine a faire rxecber par les eleves-maines les avantages specifiques du circuit ferme
et de l'observation directe. Il re s'agissait plus ici de recueillir une opinion generale et abstraite, mais
de verifier un comportement reel a l'occasion de chaque exercice particulier et concret d 'observation.
Les resultats sont meilleurs (40% d'avantages en faveur du circuit ferme pour 60% en faveur de
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l'observation directe) mais restent inverses de ceux obtenus a Bonn avec des etudiants du premier semestre
(60% contre 40%). Mais le fait significatif reside surtout dans revolution de ce degre d'acceptation au
cours de la formation. A Bonn, cette evolution regresse : 60% de reactions positives au premier semestre
pour 50% au deuxieme semestre; 40% de reactions negatives au premier semestre pour 50% au deuxieme
semestre. A.O. Schorb explique ce fait par l'impatience croissante des etudiants de la Pidagogische
Hochschule a mesure qu'ils approchent du terme de leurs etudes et de leur entrée en service, L'evolution
des normaliens de Lille est auue. Elle ne regresse pas au cours de leurs etudes, mais elle se differencie
en fonction de leur niveau academique initial, de leur specialisation et de leur sexe : le eleves-maitres
d'un niveau academique plus eleve sont plus favorables, et pour toutes les sections, les scientifiques sont
plus favorables que les litteraires, les normaliens plus favorables que les normaliennes.

Quoi qu'il en soft, les eleves-maitres refusent avec force use politique qui consisterait 1 "substituer"
a l'observation directe l'observation par circuit fenne. Mats ib acceptant volontiers cette nouvelle technique
comme "moyen de preparation", et comme moyen dfffdrencie de preparation, en insistant sur la
complementaritd des deux modes d'observation. Ces normaliens estiment que l'observation directe,
sur le terrain en quelque sorte, permet une perception synthetique du climat vezu dans la classe
absolument irremplacable, alors que le circuit ferme devrait 'etre utilise specifiquement comme un
remarquable instrument d'analyse des situations pedagogiques.

GRAN, Bertil and BIERSCHENK, Bernhard:

A study of closed-circuit television and microteaching, mainly as a sub-system within an integrated
teacher training scheme (Project ITV-Mahno)

Malmii School of Education

/summary prepared by the researchers?

Aims of the project

1, to analyse closed-circuit television (CCTV) as a sub-system within teacher training and to
evaluate the use of CCTV programmes;

2, to study the effect on trainees of self-confrontation via video-recorded microteaching;

3. to construct video-recorded simulation exercises for practice in diagnosis and decision-making.

Area 1

CCTV has been analysed as a sub-system by means of interviews with key persons and of a questionnaire
given to students and teachers at the Malmo School of Education. Results indicate that teachers find the
CCTV more useful than do students. Two groups can be distinguished amongst the students: lower grade
teachers find CCTV programmes more useful than do secondary school subject specialists.

Area 2

This study has been designed to investigate the effects on self-assessment by student teachers of
self-confrontation processes via CCTV and video-recording and of dyadic confrodtation processes (in the
form of traditional tutoring). The self-assessment of the subjects was objective (i.e., realistic), and
the student teachers agreed with education experts that neither traditional tutorship nor self-confrontation
via CCTV and video-recording had had any effect on the subjects' structure of perception and evaluation
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of the micro-lessons. However, there was evidence to show that tutors and student teachers run a
considerable risk of misunderstanding one another when they try to discuss separate components ofa
complex teaching process. There will be further analyses of data, for example, on the following
topics: student teachers' comments, student teachers' reactions to repeated confrontations with the
same micro-lesson. There will also be a long-term follow-up of student teachers' self-assessment.

Area 3

A number of video-recorded simulation exercises have been prepared . The subject is shown
unfinished interaction situations, and he has to make recommendations concerning action to be taken.
Written versions of the interaction situations are also available. Analysis shows that most of the
exercises are able to discriminate between "constructive problem solution" and "authoritarian
problem solution". Reactions to the video-recorded and to the written versions vary. New exercises
have been developed and are being tried out as a decision-training aid.

NAESLUND, Jon:

Closed - circuit television and teacher training

Stockholm School of Education

Starting date : 1968

Completion date: 1975

Aim

Scope

/source - "Educational Research in Sweden 1971-72 .9

- Inventory of closed circuit television (CCTV) requirements in teacher training;

- Study of attitudes to the use of CCTV for:

. concretization of teaching and consequent integration of theory and practice,
replacement or preparation of direct visits to classes,
supplementation of methodology teaching by micro-teaching;

- Using CCTV to study the reliability of subjective assessments:

. in connection with admissions interviews,
in connection with awards for teaching proficiency.

- All lecturers in methods and education in Sweden;

- About 2,000 teacher trainees

- 2 x 12 trainees assessed by a total of some fifty judges

Findings

Student teachers find education and methods more meaningful and better integrated with practice when
illustrated by means of CCTV. CCTV observations are considered better than or as good as direct classroom
observations by more than 50% of the student teachers. Micro-teaching makes the student teachers more
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confident before their first training in classrooms. A questionnaire, constructed for the purposes of the

project, has proved to be very reliable. Subjective judgments of teacher performance - at entrance
interviews and judgments of teacher performance - are not very reliable.
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NAESLUND, Jon: Attitudes of students towards closed circuit television in teacher training.
Stockholm School of Education, 1969, 18 P. + app.

LJUNG, Bengt-Olov & NAESLUND, Jolt Interview method in the selection of applicants for

teacher training. A study of the reliability of judgments of video-taped interviews.
Stockholm School of Education, 1970, 40 p.

LJUNG, Bengt-Olov & NAESLUND, Jon: Judging student teachers. Agreement in judgments
of student teaching and the validity of video-taped applicant interviews. Stockholm School

of Education, 1970. 25 p. + app,

GUSTAVSSON, Kurt & NAESLUND, Jon: Closed circuit television (CCTV) at the Stockholm

School of Education. Stockholm School of Education, 1969, 19 p. + app.

POINSSAC, Josette et Georges:

Formation des enseignants it la technologie educative

Centre audio-visuel, Ecole normaie superieure de St. Cloud

- ..
/source - "Recherche en matiere d'education:
Fnquite europeenne 1970." Strasbourg 1971/

Redaction: 973

But

Determiner les caracteristiques d'un systeme efficace de formation des enseignants a l'emploi

des techniques audio-visuelles.

Methode

- Etude critique des moyens de formation existantt analyse de l'organisation, des programmes et
methodes des principal= cycles de formation, francais et strangers;

- Analyse de la documentation audio-visuelle utilisable en la matiere;

- Enquire relative a 'Influence de la formation sur les enseignants qui Pont recue et,
a havers eux, sur le milieu scolaire;

- Etude des besoins, en vue de preciser l'objectif de la formation;

- Analyse d'experiences ponctuelles de formation methodiques, entreprises ea fonction du

pro jet avec des enseignants en exercice ou de futurs enseignants.



TEACHING PRACTICE

HANNAM, Charles; SMYTH, Pat and STEPHENSON, Norman:

Young teachers and reluctant learners

/summary prepared by the researchers/

In "Young Teachers and Reluctant Learners" (Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1971) we describe a scheme
which was intended to meet some of the current criticisms of teacher training. Too often theory is
divorced from practice, and the disciplines that are the basis fur the study of education are insufficiently
related to one another and to the needs of the students. Block teaching practice where the student meets
children only in large groups is not necessarily the best practical introduction to teaching. Students do
not experience children as individuals, and there is little opportunity to establish the kind of relationship
necessary for success with reluctant learners. The scheme was not structured in any formal sense. The
emphasis was on a continuous relationship between one student and two children rather than upon school
learning. For the most part the students worked with the children outside the formal academic setting.

We have no doubt that the scheme increased the students' sympathetic understanding of children
with very different backgrounds from their own. However, what we still know very little about is just
how, even given good relationships, these children can be helped to learn those things society expects
our schools to teach. What is the best possible combination of formal and informal approaches to
learning? How directive or non-directive should the teacher's approach be? How can pupils' immediate
interests and preoccupations be picked up and extended in the interests of wider learning? How can we
escape from the limitations of a subject-based education?

We are now engaged in a new project designed to tackle some of these problems. Our students
are working with a group of reluctant fifteen-year-olds (including immigrant children) who on account
of the raising of the school-leaving age have to stay on for an extra year. We have made accommodation
available in the Bristol University School of Education building, which means that the pupils being their
attitudes and problems to a place that in some way reminds them of school. Students have therefore to
face up to some of the limitations imposed by any institution, however favourable the conditions. We
chose 'The Family of Man' as the theme on which the work of students and pupils might focus. To begin
with, two films and some Schools Council Integrated Studies kits were made available, and students were
encouraged to develop the work as they perceived the needs and interests of the children. Each student
keeps a journal and there are weekly tutorial meetings where progress is discussed.

The scheme has been running for a term only so there are no results to report. We are hoping that
this close scrutiny of approaches and attitudes to learning will provide the students and us with greater
insights into the difficulties experienced by these children in schools - one of the most daunting problems
in teacher education today.

STONES, E. and MORRIS, S.;

The assessment of practical teaching

"Educational Research", vol. 14, no. 2, February 1972

/summary prepared by the Centre/

A questionnaire was prepared dealing with the problems of assessment of practical teaching and sent
to 188 heads of education departments in colleges of education and tutors in charge of courses for the
post-graduate certificate in education in university departments of education . One hundred and twenty-two
institutions replied.
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Among the institutions that provided information about the use of rating scales (Ill), the five-point
scale was the most popular (65 institutions) followed by the three-point scale (17) and the fifteen-point
scale (10). Fifty-two institutions averred that they used a profile, though there was strong indication
that some respondents equated the term with "pen portrait". The profile which provided for the largest
number of dimensions had 32 items :n eight sections, and the profile with the lowest number had four.
Twenty-eight institutions reported mat they used other methods of expressing practical teaching assessment.
In many cases the method referrer! to was a written report provided by the practice school, the tutor, or the
practice-school headteacher. institutions indicated that they worked to a notional distribution of marks
for practical teaching. The most common percentage of distinctions was 10010.

Fifty-four institutions gave information on the percentage of the total assessment for the final
certificate contributed by the final practical teaching assessment. Two institutions indicated that it was
in the range 010-19%, 42 in the range 20/0-39% and 10 in the range 400/0-500/0.

The bulk of respondents (69) used impressionistic methods of assessing. Some (17) used a combination
of impressionistic and analytic, and 17 reported using analytic methods alone. Almost all institutions (107)
based their assessments on the students' performance in a series of lessons. The number of lessons reported
as forming the basis for assessment ranged from one to 23 (mean = approximately 7). Ten institutions
reported using the final lesson as the basis for their assessment and 40 institutions reported that it was used
in conjunction with a series of lessons. One hundred and six institutions reported that they made some
allowance for the "difficulty" of the school in their assessment, almost all indicated in some way that
this allowance was impressionistic or subjective. Forty-five respondents said that they made allowance
for a student's likely development as distinct from his present performance.

The fact that 25 out of 113 respondents did not inform students of the criteria on which the assessment
was based somewhat weakens the effect of the impressive number of respondents saying that they fed back
the assessments of individual lessons (99 out of 120).

Three important features arise from the analysis of criteria used as the basis for assessment

their extremely wide variety, a variety which seems to arise from idiosyncratic selection;

the criteria as presented by many institutions lack logical arrangement or structure;

very little attention is paid to what the children actually learn from students, and even
less to the ability of students to evaluate what the children have learned.

The wide diversity of assessment patterns among institutions, the variety and vagueness of many
criteria and the idiosyncratic nature of their selection suggest that the certificates of the different Area
Training Organizations may be rewarding different student behaviours.

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL SCHOOL OF EDUCATION RESEARCH UNIT:

Teaching practice research and development

/summary prepared by the Research Unit/

Phase 1(1965-68): School experience in teacher education

This stage of the research was carried out with the collaboration of two colleges of education, which
train for both the primary and secondary levels, and 35 schools ranging from nursery to comprehensive
situated in four Local Education Authority areas. The research procedures adopted included discussions,
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questiornaires and direct observation of a sub.;ample of students .n the school practice situation. The
research findings emphasized the value to students of the teaching practice experience and the high
degree of satisfaction most of them derived from it, however it was organised and operated. On the
other hand there was evidence of:

- a lad of real liaison between school and college staffs despite much mutual politeness;

- uncertainty as to the purpose and effectiveness of the supervisory visits;

- dissatisfaction arising from some logistic features of teaching practice (e.g., shortness

of pre-practice visits by students, overcrowding of some schools by students, strain
arising from time and travelling problems);

- concern over assessment;

- role and human relationship problems, at times only partially acknowledge.

Publication: COPE, Edith: School Expenence in Teacher Education. University of ikistol, 1971

Phase 11(1968-71): A study of school-supervised practice

This phase focused on school - supervised teaching practice. .1.t is, teaching practice where no
supervisory visits are made by college lecturers and where the scwol staffs assume responsibility for the
students. Sixty primary schools and one college of education collaborated in the enquiry. Among the
major findings of the research are the following:

Teachers and college tutors should create opportunities for face to face encounters with a view
to clarifying procedures and improving communications. It is possible that a lecturer will find that,
in comparison with visits to individual students, meeting 12 teachers at a strategically situated centre
is a more effective, and certainly far less expensive, means of improving the practice experience of
12 students.

- Encounters at working party level are necessary if teachers,, students and lecturers are to
resolve some of the complexities which inhere in the practice situation. The rationale of a particular
form,of practice must be made explicit and the organisational consequences worked out, if the
participants are to achieve the maximum learning from it.

- The research indicates the importance, in any situation where supervisory visits by lecturers have
been superceded, of maintaining contact between the college staffand all those teachers who are
allocated students. Without this contact, there is grave danger of an institutionalised split between
the re genies. Such a split could ultimately lead to irresponsibility in the colleges, divorced from
Contacts in the field, and complacency within schools.

- Working parties comprising teachers and the staff of training organisations should pool their
expertise and explore jointly the wide range of activities, which can be classed as "school experience",
and the variety of procedures which may make the supervision of students and probationary teachers more
effective.

- Any proposals for extending the responsibility of school staff for student supervision should be
sensitive to the reservations and different priorities of the participants, and should recognise the necessity
for some le-interpretation of die teachers' role. Programmes of in-service education for teachers and
lecturers are a necessary preliminary to the adequate implementing of such proposals.

There will remain other types of school experience which because of their experimental,
innovatory and diagnostic bias may demand more sophisticated supervisory techniques. These inevitably
will involve specialist skills which can best be developed on the initiative of the organisations which
have student training as their primary concern. Selected teachers might join with college staff in high
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level training programmes designed In foster the acquisition of these skills.

The increasing interest in school-based training is a desirable development which could lead to a
more effective deployment of resources and a blurring of the division between initial training and the
probationary year. It could ensure a more dynamic interaction between training organisations and the
recipients of their products. There is, however, a danger that some of the support for "teacher tutors"
is based on too superficial a view of student learning processes, and that it disregards the extremely
complex problems that this new role poses for the school as an organisation and for individual teachers
within that organisation.

Publication- COPE, Edith: A study of School-Supervised Practice. University of Bristol. 1971

Phase 111(1971-73): Supervision and student learning in relation to school experience

The aims of this phase are:

- to study supervisory procedures with a view to increasing student learning in the practice
situation;

- m develop increased insights into the process oh supervision within groups of primary
school teachers, lecturers and students.

It is expected that the findings will be published in 1974.

WRAGG, E.C.

The influence of feedback on teachers' performance

"Educational Research", vol. 13, no. 3, June 1971, pp.218-221

/;ummary prepared by the Centre%

The aim of the research was to see what effect different kinds of feedback - systematic and unsystematic.
visual and non-visual - would have on the behaviour of student teachers .

Sixteen student teachers were selected according to supervisors' ratings given during the three-month
teaching practice period. Four had been rated "above average", eight "average" and four "below average".
The 16 students were put evenly into four groups. Each student teacher prepared a ten-minute lesson and
taught it m a group of ten children. One hour later they retaught it to a different group of children from
the same class. In the meantime, however, the four groups of student teachers had received different
types of feedback about the lesson.

Group I received both television and Flanders interaction analysis feedback. Group 2 received
television feedback only. Group 3 received Flanders interaction analysis feedback only. Group 4 received
no feedback.

To control for the possible 'supervisor' influence, each student teacher who received television
feedback simply watched the replay on his own with no comment. Flanders interaction analysis feedback
was provided in the form of percentage totals of each category used. The students were familiar with the
Flanders system and so knew the meanings of the categories. They did not know any research findings
based on the system, and so were not being c 1Therately pointed in any particular direction.
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After each teach and re-teach lesson die children rated the lesson on overall appeal to them.
Group 2 (television feedback only), Group 3 (interaction analysis only) and Group 4 (no feedback)
showed ratings on the re-teach almo identical with those given on the first teaching. Group 1
(television and interaction analysis feedback) showed an increased rating of nearly 13% on the re-teach.

In addition, interaction analysis data were collected on all lessons, both teach and re-teach.
Analysis of all the 6,400 tallies collected showed that there was amazingly little change on the
re-teach. Only the "lecture" category which showed a decrease of 4% and the "children's talk in
response to the teacher" category which showed an increase of 4010 were noticeably different the
second time round.

Further analysis of the percentage differences of the four groups on the re-teach, however, showed
a slightly different picture, if one took any category showing a change of more than three per cent.

Group I (television plus interaction analysis feedback) showed a 9% decrease in lecture but a
7% increase in children's spontaneous talk.

Ckoup 2 (television only) showed a 5% decrease in lecture.

Group 3 (interaction analysis only) showed a 3% increase in praise, a 9010decrease in lecture and a
5% increase in children's talk in response to the teacher.

Group 4 (nil feedback) showed a 6° decrease in questioning and a 700 increase in lecture.

Clearly interaction analysis feedback reduces the amount of straight lecturing quite noticeably, as
does television, whereas no feedback tends to increase it. Similarly there are increases in children's
participation after interaction analysis feedback which do not occur on any significant scale elsewhere.

The tentative findings of this experiment are that when student teachers re-teach a lesson after a
one-hour interval to a similar group of children it tends to be largely the same both in terms of type of
interaction, as measured by the Flanders interaction category system, and in terms of competence as
judged by the children. The exceptions to this were that those teachers receiving both television and
interaction analysis feedbacks were rated significantly higher by the children on the re-teach. They also
lectured considerably less of the time and got much more spontaneous pupil response. Those receiving
only television lectured slightly less. Thos receiving interaction analysis feedback used slightly more
praise, lectured much less and gained more pupil response. No feedback led to a decrease in questioning
and an increase in lecturing.

If these findings are valid it seems to suggest that the combination of video playback and interaction
analysis could be a powerful means both of influencing behaviour and of increasing competence.

At this point one has to consider the question of optimum feedback. In the above experiment the
nil feedback group merely had their own thoughts and memories of their perceptions at the time to
influence them on the re-teach. As one adds to this, the question has to be asked, what is saturation
point? Does the addition of supervisors' comments, video playback, interaction analysis and children's
written comment simply provide the student with more and more information and hence enlarge his
area of choice on the re-teach, or does it paralyse him after a certain point? Do some types of
student teacher find a small amount of feedback sufficient, and do others need a greater amount and
more variety? Is feedback of certain kinds a positive obstacle to some teachers?



POST-INITIAL TRAINING

EKLUND, Harald:

The study day project

Link ;ping School of Education

/source - "Educational Research in Sweden 1971-72")

Starting date: 1970

Completion date: 1973

Aim

The long-term aim of the project is to contribute towards the development of efficient models for
study day activities in refresher training for teachers. Subsidiary aims are:

- To analyse the objectives of study day activities and the target groups' expectations from
various points of view;

- To develop methods of opinion inventory and result analysis, and to devise adequate forms
for teacher participation in study day planning; and

- To investigate the possibilities of a more systematic utilisation of study day activities for the
study of didactic problems.

Scope

Tne investigation includes teachers and head teachers from all three stages of the comprehensive
school.

Methods

Analysis of objectives: model development; literary studies; direct observations; expert conferences;
teacher panels.

Opinion inventory: questionnaires; interviews.

Alternative models of study day material are produced and subjected to comparative study. Teacher
reactions in the form of c,,urse evaluations are collected during regular study day activities.

Findin_gs

The results gathered so far, mainly concern teachers' reactions to different types of study day activities.
One conclusion has bP.ea that factors of communication psychology have been of great importance in
determining the patterns of evaluation. Variations in teacher reactions to study day activities should,
consequently, be explained in a much broader perspective than that of a narrow instructional methodology.

Bibliographic references

EKLUND, Harald: &licit riirande informationen om Lo; 69 (Questionnaire concerning the information

about the new curriculum of 1969). Linkoping School of Education, 1971, 56 p + app.

ERASMIE, Kerstitt AV- hjalpmedel och LirarforthiWning. En litteraturOversikt (AV aids and in-service
training of teachers). Link ;ping School of Education, 1972, 24 p.
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HAGENER, C.:

Teacher Training and Probationary Period

"Westermanns Pidagogische Beivige", no. 2/1972

/summary prepared by the Centre/

In the discussion of the reform of teacher education the Education Ministries have recently
advocated a two -phase model:

- training at the college or university, and

- a probationary period of 18 months duration for all teachers, followed by life-long

in-service training.

The Education Council (BiWungsrat), on the other hand, had recommended in its "Strukturplan"
that induction into teaching should be part of teacher education at the university. Observation and analysis
of classroom procedure and practice lessons given by the student teacher should form part of teacher
valuing at the university. In this way the student teacher, after the examination concluding his studies,
would be, in principle, a qualified teacher. 1p school he would have no more than half a normal teaching
load for a period, the duration of which would be determined individually. This would not be a
probationary period but a period of in-service training. A "Scientific Institute for School Practice" to
be created in each university region would serve as a link between university and school ane would be
responsible for induction into reaching during the study course and for in-service training. University

teaching staff,_ researchers and teacher tutors would co-operate in this institute.

The contradictory views on whether induction into teaching should be the responsibility of the
school administration or of higher education are based, as Professor Hagener (Hamburg University, Chairman
of the Study Reform Committee in the Education Department) shows in his article, on irreconcilable
concepts of the "theory-practice relationship", on which much research has been carried out in the
Federal Republic, in particular by. the so-called Frankfurt School (Adorn, Habermas et al.), The
traditional view is still based on the concept of the Humboldt-University: academic education, according
to this concept, provides once and for all the norms for all professional activities and the remaining
practical skills necessary for exercising a profession can be learnt in a sort of apprenticeship. This concept
reflects the situation that existed in the pre-industrial society of the early 19th cennuy. It still survives in
the two-phase model which sharply distinguishes between teacher education and the probationary period.
In the modern concept, which corresponds to the present situation of society, practice can no longer be
separated from theory: practice is the framework for scientific knowledge and theory-based planning and
action.

The issue of where to locate induction into teaching is linked to the problems of university reform:
only the reformed university can integrate professional practice and study courses and thereby offer a wider
field to academic theory and a broadening of social experience to students.

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL SCHOOL OF EDUCATION RESEARCH UNIT:

The probationary year research and development

/summary prepared by the Research Unit/

Phase 1(1966-69): Survey of teachers in their first year of service

The survey covered the 1966/67 intake of probationers (that is, teachers in their first year of teaching)
in all types of maintained school in England and Wales. Data were collected by means of postal questionnaires
and/or interviews from 3,588 probationers., The principal findings and their implications can be summarized as
follows:
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Background and training of probationers: Socio-economic differences in background between many
probationers and the children they teach are a source of some first year professional problems, Although
three out of four probationers considered their training adequate, they nevertheless appeared to have
wanted more of nearly every aspect of it. This implies the need for a clearer definition of the initial
training organisation's job and of its short and long-term aims.

Appointment andylacement of probationers: Domestic, rather than professional, reasons largely determined
the probationer's choice of first teaching post. A surprisingly high proportion of probationers received their
job specifications too late to allow for adequate preparation (for example, nearly one in five did not learn
of their syllabus until the day they began teaching).

The probationer in the classroom: Most probationers enjoyed average (but not better than average) physical
and other teaching conditions. They indicated as their major problem the teaching of wide ability groups
(for example, unstreamed classes). Headteachers, however, indicated discipline to be the probationers'
most important problem. This would imply that the probationer and the headteacher differ in their
perception of reality and that there exist "respectable" (or admissible) probationer problems and others
(such as discipline) which are difficult to admit and discuss because they are so central to oneself.

The probationer and his colleagues: Few probationers (2%) found their colleagues to be other than helpful
and friendly, but few ever sat in on the lessons of senior teachers or learnt systematically from them.

Probationers' career expectations: The career expectations of the men were more ambitious and longer-
term than those of the women, most of whom expected to leave in order to start a family but to return
to teaching later (for reasons not predominantly financial).

Publication: TAYLOR, J.K. and DALE, I.R.: A survey of teachers in their first year of service.
University of pistol, 1971

Phase II (1968-73): Development and evaluation of probationer guidance programmes

This phase has involved the initiation, development and evaluation of certain largely out-of-school
forms of induction and guidance for probationers. One rural and three urban areas were selected, and three
agencies were brought together in the planning and implementing of the courses - the schools,, the
Local Education Authorities (LEA) and the colleges/universities. The course in each of the four LEAs
had a common four-stage framework and was usually based on voluntary probationery attendance:

Induction conference (in school time)

- Autumn term general meetings (mainly evenings)

- Spring/summer term specific topic courses (mainly evenings)

Overview conference (in school time).

Data have been collected by means of questionnaires,, tutors' records, documents and interviews on the
following areas:

- Probationers' and tutors' opinions of the courses at the end of each stage:

Course structure, content and methods;

Logistic factors (i.e., cost, length, timing, staffing);

- The consequences and implications of the courses for probationers, LEA, head teachers,
universities/colleges, the inspectorate, professional organisations;

- Probationer attender and non-attender differences.

Publication: A report on Phase li will be available in 1973 together with one concerning probationer
wastage and extension of tile probationary period. Progress report - BOLAM, R. : Guidance for
Probationer teachers. Trends in Education, no. 21, January 1971,, pp.41-4b
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EVALUATION OF TRAINING

HAGLUND, Stefan; LINNE, Agneta; BJORKLUND, Leni and HXKANSON, Bo.:

Qualitative evaluation of teacher training (Project KUL-K)

Stockholm School of Education

/source - "Educational Research in Sweden 1971-72"/

Starting date 1968

Completion date: 1976

Aim

The project has been prompted by the new teacher training programme inaugurated in the autumn term 1968.
The investigation is aimed at a continuous qualitative evaluation of the class-teacher training systems of the
schools of education. The principal aim of the project is to ascertain the extent to which the various teacher
training establishments attain the objectives of the curricula and to identify factors in the teacher training
system which facilitate or impede the attainment of these objectives. The evaluation mainly comprise aims
and process analyses and is designed to provide a description of the social system of the schools of education.
The project also aims to develop methods for the study of training systems.

Scope

The investigation follows trainee teachers admitted to all schools of education during the academic
year 1969/70. The trainees and the system under which they are trained will be followed for the entire
duration of their training. In addition, all teachers and administrators involved in class-teacher training are
included in the investigation. The project also intends, at a later date, to study the success of the teacher
trainees in their profession.

. Methods

- Analysis of curricula and other official publications in order to study the objectives of class-teacher
training;

- Questionnaire and interview investigations to study aims, resources and processes at individual
schools of education;

- Tests in certain central subjects designed in connection with the analysis of aims;

- Further development of methods of aims and process analysis and the construction of theoretical
models for the study of training systems.

Findings

The project has described those reforms in the area of teacher training which provide the background to
its activities. In connection with this, a description of the project's aim and form has been made (Markhmd, 1972).
A survey of class- teacher trainees' evaluations of goals and processes in their education (after three terms of
training) was made as a basis for a discussion on the content and form of class-teacher training programmes
(Line, Birkltmd, Haglund. lidlcanson, 1972). In addition, the project has outlined a preliminary model which
could be used for the evaluation of proficiency and instruction in English for class-teacher trainees. The model
is co-ordinated with the new plan for education, and is based on the experience gained from the construction
of tests in English for the project and the ensuing discussion (HlIcanson and G&dmark, 1972).



Bibliographic references
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MARKLUND, Sixten: Kvalitativ utvirderinLav lirarutbildningen Ett project och dens bak&rund.
(Qualitative evaluation of teacher training A project and its background). Stockholm School of
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MARKLUND, Sixten and ERASMIE, Thord:

Qualitative evaluation of teacher training (Project KUL-A)

Link ;ping School of Education

,;; /source - "Educational Research in Sweden 1971-72 "7

Starting date: 1970

Completion date: 1975

Aims

The research aims at a continuous qualitative evaluation of the teacher training system of the Swedish
schools of education. The main purpose of the project is to try and establish to what extent the objectives
stated in the curriculum of the special subject teacher training are reached. This overriding purpose implies
goal and process analyses. The project aims furthermore at the development of methods for the study of
training systems.

Scope

The study includes the six schools of education which train special subject teachers.

Methods

- Analysis of curricula and other official documents in order to determine society's intentions with
regard to teacher training;

- Tests and questionnaires constructed on the basis of this analysis of objectives;

- Further development of methods for goal and process analysis, and for construction of
theoretical models for the study of training systems.

Findings

The findings of the fiat of the six phases of the project include a description of those natural science
teacher trainees who started their training in the autumn term of 1971. Data reported include: sex and age;
social class; education prior to teacher training; connections with the teaching profession.
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WALL. W.D. and MAY, D.S.:

Teacher training and the role of the teacher

"London Educational Review", vol. 1, no 1, spring 1972. pp. 42-50

%summary prepared by the Centre/

There is some evidence that even after several years of teaching, teachers do not altogether come to
perceive their training courses as having been fully relevant. An analysis of interview material from 120

primary school teachers in their first five years of service with a Local Education Authority in the south east

of England showed that 4050 of the teachers wished they had had more teaching practice before they started
(May and Shaw, 1971). Thirty-eight per cent had been on further in-service training courses in maths

teaching and 3250 on in-service courses on the teaching of reading. Thirty-four per cent of the teachers

gave as a reason for going on such courses the making up of inadequate college training.

This evidence is naturally susceptible of several interpretations. It can, for example, be argued
that the dissatisfaction the teachers found with their own performance in the classroom and in the teaching of
reading and maths is itself a measure of their perceptive recognition of the real problems involved in such

teaching. As such it is an indicator of the success of initial training courses in making teachers sensitive

to underlying problems in education beyond the daily exigencies of organizing their classrooms. This is to
some extent supported by the finding that only 1150 of the sample reported teaching reading as a definite
"difficulty" in their job. Likewise, less than a quarter of the teachers admitted to finding "discipline" a
"daily headache". In fact 4150 of the teachers reported "relationships with the children" and 4050 reported

"getting through to the less able" as job satisfactions they were finding in teaching. Thus there is some support
for existing primary teacher courses in this tentative data, as weU as possible bases for complaints.

A similar, though somewhat more detailed, study of 311 teachers in secondary schools in another

Local Education Authority in south -east England revealed a number of difficulties facing teachers which

stemmed from the organization and facilities within their schools (Cartwright et al. 1971).

Of the teachers in the sample with more than five years' experience as many as 2350 reported that

they still had discipline difficulties, and 2950 and 3250 of such teachers respectively reported difficulties
associated with "deciding which technique to apply to a particular lesson" and "pitching a lesson at the

correct level". Thirty -five per cent of these experienced teachers also reported continuing difficulties
with "teaching children who should be in special schools or remedial streams".

As with the primary teachers study referred to above, these findings are capable of several

interpretations in relation to existing teacher preparation courses, though perhaps the findings amongst

the more experienced teachers in the sample indicate that their courses did not succeed in educating them
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to come to terms with new and varied circumstances. One thing is clear from both studies, however. The
teachers involved perceived their difficulties in highly specific terms and in job-related dimensions.
Surely some attention should be paid to identified areas of specific difficulty within the teacher's role in
any proposed replanning of teacher training arrangements, especially where these difficulties can be shown
to persist beyond the early years of a teacher's service. This does not amount to saying that we should
give up our attempts to produce educated teachers rather than stereotyped instructors. Rather it argues that
perhaps the balance between teacher education and attention to what may be termed "the nuts and bolts" of
teaching needs re-examination. Or better still, perhaps the training courses are simply too short at the
moment to allow both components to be adequately covered in the training arrangements and the truth of
the situation is that you cannot, for example, train graduates to make them teachers in a mere nine months,
no matter how convenient and expedient it may be to do so from the financial point of view.
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WOLTERS, B.J.:

Opinions of secondary school teachers on the training of teachers

Catholic University of Nijmegen

/summary prepared by the researcher/

A questionnaire was sent to a 10% sample of secondary school teachers (v.w.o. - pre-university
education, and h.a.v.o. - secondary general education, higher level) concerning their attitudes to
teacher education. The response rate was 55%.

Half the respondents favoured dividing the six-year study period into five years for subject matter and
one year for professional training. About 25% preferred a system whereby two of the six years were devoted
to education.

There were some inconsistencies in the response pattern. About 80% of the respondents rejected the
study of teaching subjects alone as being adequate preparation for entry into the teaching profession. 50% to 65(1,
agreed that without sound teacher education it was 'not possible" to achieve a satisfactory level of competence,,
and that teacher education was an "indispensable prerequisite" for competence in the profession. More than
20% of the respondents held the view that teaching was an art which could be achieved neither through training
nor through experience. More than 50%, however held that teaching ability could only be learned through
experience. When confronted with 20 selected aspects concerning the theoretical side of teacher education.
19 aspects were judged by 85% or more of the respondents to be necessary elements of knowledge for a
competent teacher. 90% of the respondents were of the opinion that practical experience during training
would have a "strong" or "fairly strong" positive effect on teaching competence, 70% preferring actual
teaching and 20% observation of teaching. Of the 40-week training period half the respondents would like
to see nine weeks or less devoted to general theory and six weeks or less to lesson observation.



Answers to the open-ended part of the questionnaire tended to repeat information given in response
to the structured questions, and it appeared that respondent lacked a referential frame against which to
judge their opinions. The questions were regarded too much as disconnected elements and did not seem
to appeal to an integrated view. It might be deduced that teacher education was not a living reality
for the respondents, and that they did not feel personally involved. The results might also be interpreted
as an indication of the slight expertise of the secondary teachers concerning theoretical teacher education.



TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS

LOMAX, Donald E.:

The outputs of teacher education

"Review of Educational Research", Vol. 42, No. 3 1972, pp. 289-326

/excerpt from the publication/

One of the most ambitious British investigations into teacher success was that of Wiseman and Start (1965),
who followed up 248 teachers from one Area Training Organization as part of a long term study. As might be
expected, they found little correlation between the assessments made of students in college and other later
criteria of successful professional performance. Other research has produced similar results. Start (1966)
has discussed the problem of interpreting teacher success and the variety of criteria used to assess it. He
points to differences in the criteria employed by university education lecturers and headteachers. In a later
study Start (1967) followed up 452 students who ha.: been teaching for three years, and again found little
connection between the criteria employed in colleges of education and later in-service success. The ways
in which headteachers assess the performance of their assistant teachers obviously affects the system of
promotion within schools. Start (1968) obtained headteachers' ratings of their assistants on nine measures
of teaching competence. His findings were that assistant teachers with personality profiles very similar to,
or very different from that of the headteacher usually received higher ratings for social competence and
teaching ability. The teachers who received the lowest ratings for teaching had a tougher, self-confident
unconventionality which tended to make them more independent of the head teacher.

As Poppleton (1968) has pointed out, we cannot train teachers if we cannot specify the objectives of
training. In her paper she described attempt to establish criteria on an empirical basis by the analysis of
statement abotr! successful teaching. The assessment form she describes was based on those observable
aspect of teaching which were thought by university lecturers and in- service teachers to discriminate between
good and bad teachers. The results indicated that the university supervisors of teaching practice were mainly
concerned with the academic qualities of their students, whereas the schools were equally concerned with
the students' ease of manner and warmth of personality.

Another example of different groups in teacher education holding different views of successful
performance in schools was provided by Sorenson (1967). He analysed the responses of 163 students at the
end of an eight-week teaching practice and discovered that students and supervisors had markedly different
views of what constituted effective teaching behaviour. Shipman (1965) also reported discrepancies between
supervisors and their students on teaching methods. An analysis of the schools being used in the teaching
practice also revealed that the placement of the student influenced the assessment awarded by the supervisor.
Hore (1971) reported the results of an Australian investigation into the relationship existing between the
student's attractiveness and the supervisor's assessment on teaching practice. The female students who
obtained an "attractive" rating were also awarded significantly better marks than their less fortunate
"unattractive" contemporaries.

In view of the kind of evidence presented above, it is not surprising that in their investigation.
Rudd and Wiseman (1962) reported that 590 teachers believed the teaching method courses and the periods
of teaching practice had been relatively unsatisfactory experiences during their training courses.
Cords (1968), in a study of 259 students drawn from three colleges of education, reported an apparent
dichotomy between the professional and academic criteria of success which were being used. Success in
the classroom appeared to be linked with previous teaching experience and naturalistic, tenderminded
attitudes to education, whereas academic success seemed to be associated with high verbal ability and
tough-minded attitudes to education.
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STROMNES, Xsmund L.:

Investigation into teacher effectiveness v

Institute of Educational Research, University of Oslo

/summary prepared by the researcher/

The aims of the project, started in 1970, are

- to discover whether different theoretical and/or practical teacher training programmes have
different effect on students' attitudes towards education and effectiveness as teachers;

- to study to what extent it is possible to predict teacher effectiveness from different kinds of
variables describing a teacher's knowledge, perception and encoding ability.

The first of these two aims was motivated by the hypothesis that it is possible to learn how to becomt.
a r,killed teacher. In order to test this hypothesis, three different learning programmes were constructed and
tried out in teacher training colleges in the south of Norway. The first programme, mainly a practical one,
was aimed at raining the students' attitudes and their skills as teachers. Its Approach was systematic,
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concentrating on progressive educational tasks such as observation. team work and training on special items,
always starting with the simple items and ending with the more complex and difficult ones.

The second training programme was partly connected with student teaching, but dealt mainly with
educational theory. In this programme students had the opportunity to have their own teaching performances
recorded on video-tape and to observe and study their recorded lessons alone or together with another student
or the supervisor. Ten televised model programmes were shown in connection with the theory lessons.
Some of these programmes centred on critical situations in the classroom (discipline, hurting a child's ego);
others centred on the structure or design of model lessons using different methods(enquiry method,
excursion method, foreign language teaching by a direct method) and on different forms of lesson planning.
The programmes, each lasting 10-15 minutes, were followed by discussions on the content directed by the
researchers.

The third training programme was a systematic simulation programme. Students carried out
simulation exercises covering various subjects and ac various grade levels. This programme had elements
of dynamic group interaction and aimed at strengthening the students' self-confidence, whilst making
them aware of their own limitations as well as of the motives of children, colleagues and parents.

The analysis of data concerning this first part of the project has begun. Preliminary findings indicate
very positive reactions among student teachers towards television as a tool in teacher education. There is
fairly conclusive evidence of the positive effect of the method which made use of television plus integrated
observation and discussions in helping to find sound solutions in critical classroom situations.

The second aim of the project was deduced from a teaching process theory which looks upon
teaching as a communication act. It is hypothesized that the result of the teaching process is determined
by specific variables as regards the teacher and the learner. In the case of the teacher these variables
can be grouped into three categories: (a) variables of knowledge (the subject, the media used, educational
planning, goals, the person with whom he communicates, etc.); (b) variables of perception (perception of
himself, of the learner, of the social situation as a whole, etc.); (c) variables of encoding (ability to
associate, to give form to a message, to structure it, etc.).

A test programme has been planned, and it should give measures of the variables within the
communication model, both predictors (subject matter knowledge; knowledge of psychology, methodology
and audio-visual media; ability to perceive the central theme in a social communication setting without
missing the peripheral stimuli, to perceive ego-attacks without behaving in a regressive manner, to
illustrate ideas and concepts, to give a logical structure to a message; creative ability; associative
ability, etc.) and criteria (indications of teaching efficiency, based on systematic observation of student
teaching; evaluation of student teachers by supervisors; attitudes towards education as measured by a
standardized Norwegian test, etc.).

The main reports on the project will be available in 1974, The following reports (in Norwegian)
arising from the projects have been produced;

American teacher effectiveness studies

- Sc:adinavian teacher effectiveness studies

- An instrument for evaluation of teacher effectiveness

- An ITV-programme for teacher education

- Teacher recruits in colleges; a study of representation

- Student teachers' reactions to critical situations: an attempt to train and measure a certain
aspect of teacher effectiveness,



COSTS

PRICE, G.:

Economics and the size of colleges

"Education for Teaching", Summer 1969, no. 79, pp. 55-62

/summary prepared by the Centre/.

There is a belief that larger colleges of education are more desirable than smaller ones. But how
far is there an economic case for larger colleges?

An analysis of costs in colleges in England in the financial years ending March 1965 and 1966
respectively shows the following results:

1965 Local Education Authority and Voluntary Colleges

Size
200
and

below

.

2-300

.
3-400 4-500

..,

5-600 6-700
700

and
above

Average
gross/cost
per student
£ per annum

641.0 536.8 555.8 538.4 532.7 530.1 571.7

(105 colleges)

1966 Local Education Authority and Voluntary Colleges

Size
200
and

below
2-300 3-400 4-500 5-600 6-700

700
and

above

Average
gross/cost
per student
£ per annum

666.2 558.1 577.4 564.9 565.7 551.2 561.0

1965 and 1966 All colleges together

.
200

..

700
Size and

below
2-300 3-400 4-500 5-600 6-700 and

above
. .

Average
gross/cost
in L's per student
per annum

653.6 547.4 566.6 551.1 549.1 540.1 566.3

(All colleges included are general and residential)
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From the above tables it would appear that general colleges below the size of 200 students
are comparatively dear to maintair: on the other hand the most economic sizes of college seem to be
either those of between 200-300 students and Those of between 600-700 students. What must be remarked
upon in studying the complete figures for these two years is that the variation in costs between colleges of
approximately the same size are infinitely greater than the average cost variation between colleges of
different sizes. In 1966 the margins between the cheapest and dearest Local Education Authority colleges
of similar size were as follows;

.. .
200 700

Size and
below

2-300 3-400 4-500 5-600 6-700 and
above

.. . -
Dearest
college 806.9 698.8 698.2 748.3 . 711.9 638.1 716.5

Cheapest
college 519.0 552.b 508.4 505,1 519.7 577,8 518.4

Cost-variation
per student
per annum

287.9 146.8 189.8 243.2 192.2 60.3 198.1

it can be seen clearly that the enormous differences in costs per student per annum shown in the above
table are much more significant than the relatively small variations in costs of the colleges of different sizes.
In other words, the duierences in overall costs of colleges housing upwards of 200 students are hardly
significant enough to determine the optimum size on economic grounds alone. Indeed it could be argued
that by far and away the more important economic consideration is to investigate why some colleges of the
same size as others can range so widely in such costs. There may well be good reasons why, in any
particular year, a college will spend more on all kinds of facilities than another college and annual cost
fluctuations, especially over a period of only two years, are not necessarily typical. Nonetheless the
consistency of such wide cost variation in colleges of roughly equal size looked at over a period of
two years points the way to a much more extensive analysis before rash assumptions are made as to the
best optimum size of a college in economic terms.
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